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Executive Summary
This D5.11 report describes, details, and summarises the planning for, setting up, and
deployment of two positive energy blocks (dPEBs) in the European Lighthouse City of
Trondheim: Brattøra and Sluppen. The report also provides a set of guidelines for
establishing dPEBs and important learning points and experiences from the deployment of
the LHC Trondheim dPEBs.

Important main steps as a guideline for establishing dPEBs based on the Trondheim set-up
and experiences are as follows:

1. Select buildings, define dPEB system border, and map existing local RES1

2. Map, analyse, and decide on viable (based on cost/benefit assessments) energy
efficiency measures in the dPEB buildings, including building specific and total
annual energy savings. Tune this list with building owner(s) and facilitate decisions
on what interventions to perform, and decision processes concerning
financing/funding of measures

3. Map the needs for additional RES in order to obtain a positive dPEB balance
4. Decide on additional RES, secure funding, and define an agreed stakeholder map

with clear responsibilities and tasks for each partner/actor
5. Map and analyse prevailing technical and digital infrastructures and decide on

additional necessary infrastructure for integrating the buildings into the dPEB.
Integrate all RES and necessary local management systems onto one central
management system(DERMS)

6. Perform step-by-step deployment of part solutions and evaluate the impacts along
the way

7. Establish a system/set-up for digital displaying and benchmarking of the outcomes
and impacts, related to your KPIs. Communication channels for this towards the
general public is important, and should be set up.

In order to obtain scalable dPEBs, a variety of measures and interventions are necessary.
The Trondheim dPEB approach and solutions constitute the following ingredients: Energy
efficiency measures, local energy production from PV and heat pumps, large battery
storages to buffer surplus PV production and provide temporary energy storage, waste
heat utilisation, sector coupling EL-thermal sector, integration of all building and local area
assets onto one central management system, and establishment of local energy and2

flexibility markets for energy coordination, and trade of energy, capacity, and system
services. The local markets are based on innovative, project-developed energy trading and
flexibility market solutions. Innovative energy solutions, services, and products claim the
development of new investment and business models. In the +CityxChange project, these
developments occur as a parallel demonstration project that will terminate and conclude
through the D5.16 report +Trondheim sustainable investment and business concepts and
models, that will be published during December 2022.

2 The project’s definition of an asset: a physical object that produces, consumes, accumulates or
converts energy through the connection to the electrical and/or district heating grid.

1 See definition in section 1.2

D5.11: Trondheim dPEB Demonstration, v.08 7
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The development, set-up, and implementation of dPEBs that can be scaled to district level
(PED) and beyond. This claims a specific and precisely defined set of actors with definite
roles and responsibilities. The set of stakeholders needs to be defined and set up based on
the types and list of measures and interventions for the specific dPEB and dPEB solutions.
The crucial actors and their roles and main responsibilities for the dPEB set-up in
Trondheim are as follows: Building owner(s) for the dPEB buildings, Asset/System integrator
(all components in the dPEB need to be centrally controlled), Energy Trading Platform - ETP
- developer and owner (for performing the trades in the Local Flexibility Market - LFM), LFM
owner and operator, ESCO (for e.g. PV scheme at Sluppen), district heating network
operator (district heating, distributed thermal energy solutions, sector coupling), EV sharing
operator (EV batteries included through V2G EV charging).

Two dPEBs are deployed and demonstrated in LHC Trondheim: Sluppen and Brattøra:

dPEB Features and characteristics

Sluppen ● 5 buildings, w/serviceable floor area of 39,426 m2

● Net energy demand: 4,350,299 kWh/yr
● Virtual dPEB with inclusion of external thermal energy from seawater heat

pump and electricity from external PV farm
● Extensive sector coupling EL - thermal
● RES: PV, building heat pumps, waste heat recovery (serverparks)

Brattøra ● 3 buildings, w/serviceable floor area of 35,176 m²
● Net energy demand: 2,286,636 kWh/yr
● Physical dPEB mainly focused on electric energy and low degree of sector

coupling, though including heat pumps
● RES: PV, building heat pumps, seawater heat pump

Both dPEBs include local energy and flexibility markets with energy trading solutions as
described above and large battery storages for surplus energy storage and buffering.

A selection of important experiences and learning points:
● The selection of viable buildings for the dPEB is crucial; detailed mapping and

analyses needed (suitability, existing RES, efficiency potential, etc.)
● Building energy efficiency measures to be selected based on cost/benefit - also up

against cost/benefit for new RES and RES investments
● Selection of and decision on the final package of efficiency and RES measures and

interventions to be seen together; what is the most functionable and at the same
time best package in terms of cost/benefit

● Economic analysis of investments and savings earliest possible; secure and anchor
investments at actors in early stage

● A broad group of types of actors is needed in order to have functional dPEBs. Actor
composition must be carefully selected

● Extremely clear functions and roles for each participating actor must be defined and
anchored at each partner; agreements and contracts to be set up when/where
appropriate necessary but not mandatory

● All buildings, assets, and dPEB interventions need to be integrated onto one central
DERMS

D5.11: Trondheim dPEB Demonstration, v.08 8
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1 Introduction
This report describes and details the work performed within the +CityxChange project Task
5.6, Deployment of solutions for distributed Positive Energy Blocks in Trondheim (also referring
to +CityxChange Grant Agreement Annex 1 Part B, sections 1.3.5.2. 1.3.5.4, and 2.1.2.2),
with ABB as task/project lead, Trondheim Municipality (TK) as leading the overall
+CityxChange implementation work in LHC Trondheim, and with strong and intensive
cooperation of the Trondheim partners. The report describes the necessary actors and
their roles and responsibilities, preconditions, and ingredients in order to establish the
Trondheim dPEBs of Brattøra and Sluppen, details functionality and support systems of the
necessary input factors, and describes in detail - also step by step - the process from an
energy block to a positive energy block. The report wraps up the processes and results
through a set of guidelines and provides an extensive set of lessons learned.

1.1 Background and objectives
The dPEB demonstration project is the most important and comprehensive of all the work
being performed in LHC Trondheim as part of the +CityxChange project. The importance of
dPEB as part of the total work is emphasised by the fact that 4 of the 5 main objectives for
Trondheim within +CityxChange deal with dPEB and PED related topics:

● O5.1: Deploy innovative replicable solutions that reduce overall energy
consumption, increase share of renewables, enable full-scale integration of the
complete energy system - electricity, thermal/cooling, [....], while simultaneously
reducing the overall investment and socio-economical costs for infrastructure and
operations.

● O5.2: Boost awareness, active participation and cooperation, and sense of
ownership of local authorities, citizen communities including NGOs and private
stakeholders towards the dPEBs in Trondheim to ensure their sustainability.

● O5.3: Deliver integrated planning and design, common energy market and
community exchange solutions leading to wider rollout of Positive Energy Districts
that can be replicated and gradually scaled up to city level, in the other
+CityxChange cities, and beyond. Solutions, business concepts and models
demonstrated and verified will provide important input for further development and
integration of the EU Common Energy Market.

● O5.4: Stimulate innovation and development of new products and services,
stimulating company and job creation.

The specific objectives for the dPEB co-project of +CityxChange in Trondheim are listed and
described below.

● Develop, set up, deploy, investigate, and evaluate two Positive Energy Blocks in
Trondheim that meets the criteria and definition set by the European Commission in

D5.11: Trondheim dPEB Demonstration, v.08 9
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the call text from Horizon 2020 Smart Cities and Community Lighthouse projects -3

SCC-1, requirements and commitments within the project Grant Agreement
between the +CityxChange project and the Commission, and in full accordance with
the EC definition of a dPEB and the refinement into the +CityxChange dPEB
definition as well as the emerging European PED definition.

● Implement dPEBs that can be scaled to district level (PED), are possible to scale
further, and also being replicable across Europe indifferent of local frame
conditions. LHC Trondheim is part of the JPI Urban Europe of 100 Positive Energy
Neighbourhoods by 2025 . It is a Lighthouse City in one of the six EU SCC1 projects4 5

working explicitly on the PED topic .6

● Develop solutions that contribute to central goals and objectives for the city as a
whole, including contributing to deliveries and goal achievements on important and
relevant municipal plans and strategies

● Develop and deploy solutions that stimulate innovation, green business
development, sustainable transition, contribute to create new jobs, and the
development of new green and sustainable (triple bottom line) business concepts
and models7

● Build competence, experience, and capacity (including establish and consolidate
cross topic partnerships) necessary for a further, green energy shift and sustainable
development of the city

The concept of Positive Energy Blocks (dPEBs) was introduced through the Strategic Energy
Technology (SET) Plan; in particular SET Plan action 3.2. The SET Plan defined, concretized,
and aimed at rolling out dPEBs as a crucial part of and means to realising and obtaining
success on the transition to a low-carbon, green, and renewable energy future. According
to the SET Plan a dPEB “consists of buildings that actively manage the energy flow between
them and the broader energy (electricity, heating and cooling) and mobility systems by making
optimal use of advanced materials, local renewables, storage, demand response, electric
vehicle smart charging, and ICT”. The EU Horizon 2020 programme calls for the Smart Cities
and Communities (SCC-1) programme , called for projects that could develop and establish8

dPEBs that can be scaled up to district level (Positive Energy Districts, PEDs) , and be further9

scaled - and replicated (figure 1.1).

9 https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/ped/

8

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020

7 https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/what-is-the-triple-bottom-line

6

https://smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu/projects-and-sites/projects?f%5B0%5D=lighthouse%3
ALighthouse%20projects

5

https://smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu/projects-and-sites/projects/cityxchange/cityxchange-tr
ondheim

4 https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/ped/

3

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020
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Figure 1.1 The dPEB PED approach - important for moving towards a green and clean energy transition.
Source: +CityxChange.

The Horizon 2020 SCC-1 project call defined and further detailed the dPEB concept as
being “a minimum 3 buildings of at least 15,000 m² floor area, preferably mix-use buildings,
that over a year consumes less energy than is locally generated”. A dPEB by this definition
must also be fully compliant with the SET Plan definition, and must include substantial local
renewables. In the official definition of a dPEB Urban Energy/Heating (district heating) is
defined as local RES.

The dPEB and PED concepts and their definitions, as stated both by the EU Commission
and JPI Urban Europe , clearly recognizes the role and importance of cities as drivers for10

dPEB developments. Further on the dPEB concepts and meaning is clearly connected to
the COP21 Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11 (“make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable”). Thus energy efficiency, high shares of RES, and greenhouse gas emission
reductions are integral and core elements of dPEBs/PEDs.

Through the status as a European Lighthouse City (LHC) within the +CityxChange project,
Trondheim and its partners developed concrete solutions for their two scalable and
replicable dPEBs at Brattøra and Sluppen, according to the formal definitions and directly
related to the COP21 agreement, the 2030 Agenda, and SDG 11. However, for LHC11

Trondheim not only are the dPEBs directly rooted in and related to SDG 11, but also to
several other SDGs :12

● SDG 7: Affordable and clean energy
● SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth
● SDG 9: Industry, innovation and infrastructure
● SDG 12: Responsible consumption and production
● SDG 13: Climate action

12 https://sdgs.un.org/goals
11 https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
10 https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/
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● SDG 17: Partnerships for the goals
Thus strong and concrete connection to sustainable development and growth is at the core
and a foundation for LHC Trondheim for establishing and scaling dPEBs.

Further anchoring and motivation factors for the focus on developing scalable dPEBs in
Trondheim are:

● Upscaling dPEBs to Positive Energy Districts (PED) and the goal of establishing 100
PEDs by 2025. LHC Trondheim is part of this ambition/goal13

● Revised EU Renewable Directive (2018/2001)14

● Norwegian official climate goals and strategies15

● The Societal Masterplan for Trondheim16

● The Energy and Climate Plan for Trondheim17

The basic motivation for establishing dPEBs in cities, Trondheim in this context, is strongly
growing cities and city areas across Europe and increased electrification of e.g. the
transport sector, which will lead to a highly increased energy demand. Unless the increased
energy supply originates from renewable sources and we are able to increase energy
efficiency, this will lead to increased GHG emissions. In addition, there are also strong
societal and economic implications of increased energy, including electricity, use in city
areas. Important factors in this context include stress on the distribution including the local
distribution grid and thus increased risk of grid failures, and strongly increased costs for
strengthening and maintenance of the grids. Significant shares of the grid expansion and
maintenance costs are covered by the consumers. Electricity grid bottlenecks may in turn
lead to increased use of fossil energy sources, thus increasing GHG emissions.

There is a large variety of concepts, solutions, and mixtures of elements that make up a
scalable dPEB Some basic ingredients are crucial:

● A large share of locally generated (within the dPEB system borders) renewable
energy (e.g. PV electricity, district heating, waste heat recovery)

● Buildings that initially are (highly) energy efficient, or cost efficient energy efficiency
measures (a general rule is to apply as extensive efficiency measures as possible
within an adequate/acceptable cost/benefit ratio before projecting advanced/RES
measures and investments. However, cost/benefit of energy efficiency measures
must be weighed against and compared with cost/benefit for RES measures)

● Detailed knowledge about the buildings, energy consumption and consumption
profiles, capacity needs, all BMSs and other management and automation systems,
prevailing RES and their overall production and production profiles over the year,

17 https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/tema/klima-miljo-og-naring/miljo/Klima/klimaplan/

16

https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/globalassets/10-bilder-og-filer/11-politikk-og-planer/planer/ko
mmuneplanen/kommuneplanens-samfunnsdel-2009-2020.pdf

15

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/klima-og-miljo/innsiktsartikler-klima-miljo/klimaendringer-og-no
rsk-klimapolitikk/id2636812/

14 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018L2001
13 https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/ped/
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the needs for additional RES, and potential for new RES and detailing on what types
viable/important

● To some extent - difficult to be precise on the actual needs - advanced ICT solutions.
Especially important is an overall Distributed Energy Resource Management System
(DERMS), that connects all core elements and assets including RES and manages
data flow between them

● A high degree of interoperability between systems and assets
● Energy regulatory conditions and legislation that does not hamper, or hinder, an

efficient local utilisation and local exchange of energy
● Engaged, proactive, and collaboration oriented dPEB building owner(s)
● A competent local partnership and actor ecosystem that covers the roles and

functions necessary for developing and implementing the dPEBs
● A coordinator/coordinating function for the development, implementation, and

follow-ups. This can be a private company/consultant engaged by the city/county
administration, or the city/county administration itself

There may be a large variety of technologies and solutions available for the actual/concrete
dPEB development. Solutions/co-solutions and technologies with high potential for working
seamlessly and efficiently together must have high priority. In order to establish this
integrated stack of sub-measures, personnel with peak competence and detailed analyses
are needed in order to find and decide on the final, local set-up. Scalable and replicable
dPEBs are highly complex and advanced systems. Focus on single technologies and hard
coded ICT and management systems increase the risk of failing to obtain dPEBs.
System-level innovation, stakeholder cooperation, and tailoring are core factors in order to
succeed with dPEBs. Even though all/most technology exists, one must not be surprised by
the fact that some/several dPEBs need an innovation phase before entering the actual
planning and implementation stages. This will of course prolong the time until deployment
and increase resource (personnel/money) use, but may in several cases be crucial in order
to succeed.

Additional solutions and technologies may be necessary in order to obtain dPEBs. In the
Trondheim case, to be described and detailed in the sections below, local energy and
flexibility markets are at the core for obtaining the two dPEBs. This is related to the facts
that extensive RES measures may be difficult or even impossible to perform, they may be
investment intensive, and in several cases - as in Trondheim - up to 20% of the total dPEB
impact will be obtained through local trade and exchange of both local RES and global grid
energy based on local markets for trade of energy, flexibility, and capacity. Local
energy/flexibility markets may also have a higher cost/benefit ratio than more typical RES
interventions.

1.2 Distributed Positive Energy Blocks
A Distributed Positive Energy Block (dPEB) is defined by the EU to consist of a small set of
adjacent buildings in a compact area (including at least three mixed use buildings, >15.000
m²) that combine energy efficiency measures and local energy production in order to
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produce more energy than it consumes on a yearly basis , , . In a Distributed Positive18 19 20

Energy Block the energy is generated, stored, and distributed at a local level. The local
adaptation of the dPEB definition in LHC Trondheim is that a dPEB will consume less energy
from the distribution grid than what is generated locally on a yearly basis. This reading and
understanding of the definition is more concrete for Trondheim and is focused on lowering
the consumption of carbon intensive energy; and in fact putting the focus on energy
resource optimisation as the core understanding of the dPEB concept and significance on
why working to implement dPEBs in the city.

The initial definition given above needed to be further operationalised for +CityxChange
and its 7 cities and their specific contexts and challenges. It was important for the project to
be in line with the EU definitions, but also to be practical and pragmatic, while ensuring
scalability and replicability of the solutions within the project and beyond.

The early internal definition was based on the feasibility studies and early planning in the
Lighthouse Cities Trondheim and Limerick, and the starting work in the Follower Cities. The
PEB/PED definition was further iterated within the project and related SCC1 projects and
then also included in the ongoing European definition process. The following briefly
summarises the definition (Vandevyvere, Ahlers, Wyckmans, 2022) and applies it into the
context of the Trondheim Demos. It was apparent that a definition would need to be
flexible enough to be applicable, while also being ambitious, and acknowledging that “a PED
is not a product, but rather a process.”
4 possible subtypes were defined as ambition levels, with a pathway between them, to
respond to constraints regarding the energy balance of the PED. The PEBs in Trondheim
were initially estimated to be PEDdynamic, “net positive yearly energy balance within the
geographical boundaries of the PED but dynamic exchanges with the hinterland to
compensate for momentary surpluses and shortages”, but later revised to PEDvirtual, “net
positive yearly energy balance within the virtual boundaries of the PED but dynamic
exchanges with the hinterland to compensate for momentary surpluses and shortages”.
The main difference is that the latter definition also allows for import of dedicated outside
renewable sources. This also allows for the different boundary modes from purely
geographical to virtual., which comes in the demos with an additional innovation and
improved functionality of the PEB system architecture and the market mechanisms to allow
this remote integration.
The figure below shows the boundaries and measures of this principle, including local
renewables, building measures, storage, energy trading, sector coupling, EV integration,
exchange with the wider grid, and import of remote dedicated renewable sources. It was
developed in line with the project progress, so all major demo components are included
here, but not all need to be implemented in the PEBs.

20 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/positive-energy-block-peb/

19

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020

18

https://smart-cities-marketplace.ec.europa.eu/action-clusters-and-initiatives/action-clusters/sustaina
ble-built-environment/positive-energy
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Figure 1.2 The principles and boundaries of the definition of a Virtual PED. (Source: Vandevyvere, Ahlers,
Wyckmans, 2022)

In short, the PEB Brattøra is a PEDdynamic with a geographical boundary, while Sluppen is a
PEDvirtual with a virtual boundary, which therefore leads to a test and implementation of
already 2 types in Trondheim. The use of the term dPEB for distributed PEB in the
Trondheim demos already showed the ambition to abstract from a closely defined set of
buildings to a more open definition that is not limited too much by geographical area or
functional boundary of the underlying grid, and that can include additional (local) assets or
buildings with ease and without mandating that a whole area needs to participate. In that
sense, the term distributed is an additional ambition level of openness and flexibility in the
implementation, which is considered vital in being able to start and scale up PEBs in cities.
Chapter 2 and the next section 1.3 describe further the design and implementation of the
two PEB structures..

1.3 The Trondheim Demonstration District, Demonstration
Areas, and dPEBs
The Trondheim Demonstration District of the Knowledge Axis (Figure 1.3) consists of three
demonstration areas (DAs): Campus Gløshaugen, Brattøra, and Sluppen. The Campus DA
was used for microgrid optimization, which is described in detail in the D5.3 report -
Campus Microgrid Model Prototype . Sluppen (south) and Brattøra (north) make up the21

dPEBs and cases to be detailed in the prevailing report.

The Brattøra dPEB includes 3 buildings (Brattørkaia 15, 16, and 17A) with a total serviceable
floor area of 35,176 m2. The whole DA of Brattøra has a surface area of 0.66 km2, and
comprises a total of 75 buildings. The Brattøra dPEBis mainly focused on electric energy,
with the inclusion of thermal energy in terms of in-building heat pumps as well as a large
seawater heat pump system connected to the three buildings. Sector coupling EL - thermal
is not part of the Brattøra dPEB The Brattøra dPEBis in practice a physical dPEB mainly
comprising office buildings and areas.

21 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-3-campus-microgrid-model-prototype/
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Figure 1.3 The LHC Trondheim Demonstration District of the Knowledge Axis, and the dPEBs of Brattøra
(north), and Sluppen (south). Figure includes Microgrid demonstration at NTNU Campus Gløshaugen.

The Sluppen dPEB includes 3 (4) buildings (Sluppenvegen 11/13 - two connected buildings,
Sluppenvegen 17B, and Sluppenvegen 19, with a total serviceable floor area of 30,553 m2.
In early 2022 the LHC Trondheim side of the project, in tight collaboration with the TK
Property Department and Department of Environment, managed to establish the first
replication case within the Trondheim dPEB demo sites. This involves a 6,073 m² municipal
health centre also housing physiotherapy and ergotherapy departments; total serviceable
floor area of the dPEB including the health centre is 36,626 m². By including the health
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centre, Sluppen dPEB has become an extensive mixed-use energy block and
demonstration case, including offices, wholesale areas, shops, restaurant and food court,
climbing centre, and cultural event premises. The whole DA of Sluppen has a surface area
of 0.16 km2, and comprises a total of 24 buildings. The Sluppen dPEB is the most advanced
case in Trondheim, with PV, extensive heat pump systems, battery storage, V2G charging,
advanced building and asset management systems, and extensive sector coupling EL -
thermal. The Sluppen dPEB is both a physical and a virtual dPEB. The virtual side of the
dPEB comprises import of PV electricity from a remote (20 km away) PV farm (Byneset), and
thermal energy from a seawater heat pump system by the fjord front at Brattøra, 6 km
away. Further details on the dPEBs, dPEB set-ups, existing and project related measures
and interventions, and other important facts and information are presented in sections
below.

1.4 Task dependencies and relations
The DPEB demonstrations, as the core and main co-project in the +CityxChange project, get
inputs from and interact with a large number of project tasks (co-projects) (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4 Task dependencies between Task 5.6 - Deployment of solutions for Distributed Positive Energy
Blocks in Trondheim - and other +CityxChange tasks. D.X.Y refers to +CityxChange deliverables (reports);
source: https://cityxchange.eu/article-categories/deliverables/ . See also section 9 - References.

Important inputs originate from +CityxChange demonstration projects Enabling Regulatory
Mechanisms for delivery of the innovative dPEBs (D2.1) , Development of tools for design, grid22

optimisation, and balancing in dPEBs (D2.2) , Delivery of Seamless eMobility as a Service with23

V2G Interactions (D2.5) , Development of a platform for local trade of energy and flexibility24

24 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d2-5-seamless-emobility-system-including-user-interface/

23

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d2-2-toolbox-for-design-of-peb-including-e-mobility-and-dist
ributed-energy-resources/

22

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-enabling-regulatory-mechanism-to-trial-innovation
-in-cities/
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(D2.7) , Development of Local Flexibility Market (D2.3) , Optimise the bankability of the25 26

demonstrated innovations (D2.4) , and Enabling Regulatory Mechanisms (D5.9) . Energy27 28

regulatory mechanisms and frameworks are highly crucial for obtaining dPEBs in
Trondheim, as local energy and flexibility markets provide significant impacts to the dPEBs.
Those involve the highest possible degree of open P2P trade of energy and flexibility and
dispensations from prevailing energy legislation in Norway, which is addressed in the
regulatory co-projects.

The dPEB co-project interacts strongly with a larger number of LHC Trondheim co-projects
and their results. The Campus Microgrid was the first work on ABB OPTIMAX® integrations29

in Trondheim, and was also used as a learning arena for the dPEB integrations in the
Trondheim dPEB demonstration; not the least for testing and gaining experience on the
ABB OPTIMAX® asset and system integrations, and being able to use the NTNU campus
concession area as a testbed. The +CityxChange Seamless eMobility task/co-project
involves shared EVs with V2G charging, where EV batteries also contribute with energy
inputs to the dPEBs and contribute as individual market actors in the Local Flexibility
Market. Details on this are included in the final report from the mobility case .30

A strong relationship between dPEB and energy market deployment requires a tight
interaction and collaboration between the planning for and deployment of the Energy
Trading Platform and the Local Flexibility Market, LFM (LFM report D5.6 - +Trondheim31

Flexibility Market Deployment Report - will be published December 2022). Assets and actors
in the LFM are integrated on ABB OPTIMAX® , and the ABB OPTIMAX® system interacts
strongly with the ETP. Outcomes and results from the dPEB demonstrations will provide
necessary and important inputs to the development and tuning of the new investment and
business models (report D5.16 - +Trondheim Sustainable Investment and Business
Concepts and Models - will be published December 2022). However, results and findings
from the demonstration project on sustainable investments and business models
(upcoming D5.16 report) need to be fed back to the work with the dPEBs, as this will
provide viable input to the tuning and finalisation of the dPEBs.
Results and outcomes from the dPEB project are important for further work on scaling-up,
replication, and exploitation/commercialisation of the dPEBs and dPEB solutions.
In addition, a number of results around community, governance, and city strategy were
important for the dPEB deployment, but were not directly connected to the specific energy
system deployment work described in this work. These are D5.7: +Trondheim 2050 Bold

31 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-5-energy-trading-market-demonstration/
30 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-13-trondheim-emaas-demonstration/
29 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-3-campus-microgrid-model-prototype/

28

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-9-playbook-of-regulatory-recommendations-for-enabling-
new-energy-systems/

27 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-bankability-of-the-demonstrated-innovations/
26 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-the-flexibility-market/
25 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d2-7-local-dpeb-trading-market-demonstration-tool/
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City Vision and Guidelines (Vision for Sustainable Urban Transition) ; D5.8: +Trondheim32

Citizen Observatory ; and D5.10: Trondheim Innovation Lab Solutions Catalogue .33 34

All work related to the planning of, setting up, implementing, and operating the +Trondheim
dPEBs is based on and described and detailed in 4 reports and deliverables from the
+CityxChange project in addition to this D5.11:

● Campus Microgrid Model Prototype (Report D5.3) - completed
● +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration (D5.13) - completed
● Energy Trading Market Demonstration (D5.5) - completed
● +Trondheim Flexibility Market Deployment Report (D5.6) - submitted by 31.12.2022

All reports are important for having a full overview and details on the +Trondheim dPEBs in
terms of documentation, scope and content, set-up, and outcomes.

1.5 Adaptations and deviations from the Grant Agreement
Some deviations from and adaptations to the +CityxChange Grant Agreement (GA) were
necessary in order to have implementable and functioning dPEBs (table 1.1).

Table 1.1. Deviations from (D) and adaptations to (A) the original plan (GA / DoA). See also section 8.2,
Experiences gained and lessons learnt.

Grant Agreement (DoA) D/A Adaptation to/ Deviation from DoA

Eight buildings included in dPEB
Sluppen

D Five buildings included. One building is in fact
two attached buildings making it a total of 6
buildings. Changed development plans as well as
insights from more detailed systems integration
assessments made this change necessary to
target buildings that could serve as an example
and where deployment was possible (see also
below)

dPEB Sluppen: Two battery storages
at a total capacity of 1 MWh

D One battery storage at 500 kWh. Analyses during
the early project phase on needs for storage
showed that one battery is sufficient, making the
dPEB deployment more efficient than expected.

dPEB Sluppen: Two large heat pumps
(total annual production of 1.48 GWh)
for extracting waste heat from cold
storage and data centre

D No heat pumps and waste heat recovery
possible. Necessary changes in the Sluppen case
led to both buildings for waste heat recovery to
be moved out of the dPEB. Waste heat recovery
from large heat pumps partly compensated by
heat pump at Sluppenvegen 19 (400,000
kWh/yr), converting electricity use to urban
heating (320,000 kWh/yr), new data centre
contributing with 160,000 kWh/yr waste heat

34 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-10-trondheim-innovation-lab-solutions-catalogue/
33 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-8-trondheim-citizen-observatory/

32

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-7-trondheim-2050-bold-city-vision-and-guidelines-vision-f
or-sustainable-urban-transition/
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recovery through heat pump, external (remote)
seawater heat pump contributing with 400,000
kWh/yr distributed thermal energy, and
increased impact from computer waste heat
recovery at Ola Frosts veg 1 (87,600 kWh/yr)

dPEB Sluppen/Brattøra: 10 EV
chargers w/V2G at each
demonstration area

D At the submission time for the D5.11 report:
1 V2G EV charger in each dPEB
Sluppen: Additional 4 pcs. 1-way smart Zaptech
chargers
Brattøra: 10 pcs. 1-way smart Schneider
Electronics chargers

dPEB Sluppen: Official partner NHP as
building owner and initiator of waste
heat recovery through heat pump
solution

D Revision of dPEB Sluppen led to the actual dPEB
building being removed from the dPEB set-up

dPEB Sluppen: Computational EL
heating based on 36 kW installed
capacity at FAKTRY building Sluppen
for space heating

D New solution chosen; equipment for using waste
heat to heat water based on 7.2 kW installed
capacity. Moved from FAKTRY building to Ola
Frosts veg 1

Net energy demand Sluppen D Lower than originally described due to necessary
changes in the dPEB set-up
Original net demand: 6.8 GWh/yr
Revised: 4.4 GWh/yr

dPEB Sluppen: 5,800 m² area level PV
with 600,000 kWh/yr production

A The total PV production in the Sluppen dPEB is
approximately 600,000 kWh/yr, but includes
84,000 kWh/yr of external (remote site) PV
production, which leads to the dPEB being able
to transparently include dedicated external
resources.

Establishment of a Community
System Operator (CSO) role for the
local, open markets

A The CSO role and responsibilities as described in
the DoA are not relevant for the LHC Trondheim
open markets as separate roles in the way the
solutions were built within regulations.
Trondheim uses Trønderenergi as local market
owner and operator (LMO), where TE also has
taken over several roles as DSO

An average of 18% impact of energy
efficiency measure

A The change of the dPEB Sluppen set-up and
buildings has led to changes in the extent of
energy efficiency measure impacts (6 %).
Reduced impact from efficiency measures is
compensated by new/more distributed thermal
energy and urban heating and extensive sector
coupling EL - thermal at Sluppen, contributing to
a substantial positive energy balance.

Use ABB Microgrid+ as DERMS with
ABB Ability as central data storage
solution

A Use ABB OPTIMAX® . OPTIMAX®is a newer,
more advanced system. LHC Trondheim has
become an important international test arena
for ABB OPTIMAX®. Instead of ABB Ability a
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common DB solution for data from ABB, Volue
(POW), and TE was chosen for practical reasons

Volue (POW) to own and operate
energy trading market

A Volue owns and operates their Energy Trading
Platform. TE owns and operates the LEM/LFM

dPEB Sluppen: Joint venture and risk
sharing model for area level PV

A Changed into an ESCO solution for the PV, as
this is a better solution for all involved partners

1.6 dPEB related KPIs and impacts
Fifteen of the 33 +CityxChange KPIs are directly related to dPEB implementation and
impacts and results from the +Trondheim dPEBs. The impacts for the different KPIs are
shown and described in Annex 8. Table 1.2 below shows how and in what unit the work on
dPEBs in Trondheim connect to and deliver on these 15 KPIs.

A large number of the +CityxChange KPIs are derived from the Sluppen and Brattøra BEST
(Building Energy Specification Table). See Annex 1 for both BEST tables and dPEB
summaries with impacts for individual interventions, as well as the dPEB balances.

Table 1.2. dPEB related KPIs and how and in which way operational dPEBs contribute to the different
KPIs. See +CityxChange Monitoring and Evaluation Reporting Tool (MERT) and Hynes et al (2019) for35 36

details on the +CityxChange KPIs.

No. Name of KPI Unit of measurement DPEBrelation

4 Enabling dPEB/DPEDs # of new dPEB enabling
prototypes

Some prototypes were necessary in order
to have operational and functionable
dPEBs, such as the Volue dPEB Design
Tool. Prototypes will also emerge from the
dPEB demonstrations.

8 Greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions

Tonnes of CO2eq emission
reduction per year

Reduced energy consumption due to
efficiency measures, introduction of new
RES, and energy use optimisation due to
local flexibility markets reduces CO2

emissions

9 Air quality Tonnes of NOx emission
reduction per year

Reduced energy consumption due to
efficiency measures, introduction of new
RES, and energy use optimisation due to
local flexibility markets reduces NOx
emissions

10 RES share % of total RES self-supply KPIs 10, 11, 12, and 15 are considered self
explanatory in terms of their importance
for measuring and follow up on in
operational dPEBs

36 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/monitoring-and-evaluation-dashboard/
35 https://mert.cityxchange.eu/
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11 RES integration Increase in new renewable
energy system integration
(GWh/year)

See KPI 10

12 District level optimised
self-consumption

% district level production vs.
total energy consumption

See KPI 10

13 Replication The number of new dPEBs
realised

The dPEBs themselves

14 Energy efficiency kWh/m² SFA/yr improved
energy efficiency

Even though a large number of efficiency
measures are cost intensive, it is
important to implement measures with
viable cost/benefit ratios and monitor the
impact of those - related to the real needs
for new RES; comparing cost/benefit for
efficiency vs. RES measures is highly
important.

15 RES efficiency Net useful thermal
recovery/year (GWh)

See KPI 10

16 Reduction in energy
grid investment

€M reduction compared to
planned investment

Local flexibility markets, increased RES
integration, and increased energy
efficiency will contribute to reduced
pressure on the distribution grid (e.g.
bottleneck issues) and may to a smaller or
larger degree contribute to reduced needs
for upgrading and/or building new transfer
capacity. With increasing electrification
and electricity needs in many of Europe’s
continuously growing cities this is of high
importance.

17 RES curtailment % energy grid failures It is of high importance to survey
continuously whether dPEBs with all their
distributed energy resources lead to a
higher number of grid fallouts, and to take
actions if curtailment incidents increase.

20 RES storage The increase (MWh) in
installed RES storage
capacity (including batteries)

The Trondheim dPEBs include more than
1.1 GWH/yr PV production (ref. BEST
tables and summaries, Annex 1). Sufficient
storage capacity is needed in order to
maximise PV production utilisation. In the
Trondheim dPEBs consumption vs
production is monitored in order to
consider potential increased needs for
storage capacity

23 Investment Value of total new
investment triggered by the
project

In addition to EU funding, substantial
additional funding of measures and
interventions are necessary
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24 Investment % reduction in simple
payback period (years)

Applicable to KPIs 24 and 25: Before and
after Payback times and ROI is important
to calculate and survey in order to analyse
the value(s) or possibly increased costs for
dPEBs.

25 Investment Annual return on investment
ROI (%)

There is a huge variety of possible and relevant KPIs to include for dPEBs. The +CityxChange
KPIS listed in table 1.2 were the ones that the project found adequate and relevant for
providing necessary result documentation according to the Grant Agreement with the EU
and for documenting results and outcomes and benchmarking the Trondheim dPEBs.

A variety of CO2 and NOx emission factors are found and may be used for calculating
impacts from electricity consumption (grid electricity for use in buildings and EVs). In the
case of +CityxChange the EU-Commission set 443 g CO2/kWh as the approximate average
CO2 emission factor at the time of planning for the +CityxChange project. The NOx emission
factor was defined by +CityxChange itself, and accepted by the Commission to be used in
the project; derived from emission factors set by the European Environmental Agency :37

0.49 g CO2/kWh. For the Smart Cities and Communities Lighthouse projects within
Horizon2020, the emission factor for district heating is set to zero. This has of course a
significant impact on the choice of RES interventions and use of different energy carriers in
the dPEBs. The most important reason for selecting the European average emission factors
for the +CityxChange project is that impacts may be comparable across European projects,
indifferent of national and other emission factors; and most important anyway are the
changes in impacts obtained as a result of the project interventions.

It is highly important for +CityxChange to compare impacts, including emission reductions,
with comparable projects and measures throughout Europe. However, it is important -
when planning for dPEB/PED measures beyond projects such as +CityxChange - to use
national emission factors or official EU emission factors when that is appropriate. This is
extremely important due to the fact itself that emission reductions are directly related to
the cost/benefit of any intervention causing emission reductions. For instance, the climate
declaration for delivered electricity in Norway in 2020 was as low as 8 g CO2eq/kWh ; while38

we in Norway often calculate based on an average emission factor of 17 g CO2eq/kWh .39

Anyway, these considerations are highly necessary to perform any dPEB/PED action
measure.

Although considering and taking into account comparability across Europe concerning KPI
impacts, the +CityxChange project in Trondheim has chosen to use temperature corrected
energy consumption data. The reason for this is that impacts are very important to
compare year by year, both for local conditions and for comparing with upscaling/

39 https://www.nve.no/nytt-fra-nve/nyheter-energi/stromforbruk-i-norge-har-lavt-klimagassutslipp/
38 https://www.nve.no/energi/energisystem/kraftproduksjon/hvor-kommer-strommen-fra/
37 https://www.eea.europa.eu/
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replication projects both locally and nationally. In Trondheim, we use the national ENOVA
method for temperature correction of energy consumption . For the sustainable40

investment and business model developments (+CityxChange Report D5.16 - to be
delivered in 2022) we have chosen to use non-corrected data. In this case comparison of
models and outcomes are important to compare across Europe.

The +CityxChange KPIs directly related to dPEB development covers a broad array of topics,
ranging from direct emission topics, via highly important RES KPIs, KPIs related to energy
grid stability, to financial and economically related KPIs. Note that most of the CO2 and NOx

emission reduction impacts are related to the mobility interventions, not the RES and
building-specific interventions. Financial and economic KPIs are considered highly
important to include, since the success on dPEB developments and upscaling of those are
highly reliant on the commercial viability of RES measures and investments.

1.7 The energy system and consumption in Trondheim
Norway differs from the main parts of Europe concerning energy supply, in having close to
100% of its energy supply from renewable sources. In Norway in 2021 approximately 100%
of its electricity production and consumption originates from hydro and wind power, which
is a normal situation in Norway ; photovoltaics (PV) still makes up a minuscule part of the41

electricity mix.

Figure 1.5 Energy consumption in Trondheim in 2020 (MWh/yr and % distribution among sources). Blue:
Electricity / Red: District heating / Green:Biomass (wood) / Orange: Fossil (oil, gas). Sources: Statistics
Norway, Tensio, Trønderenergi, Statkraft Varme.

41

https://www.statnett.no/om-statnett/nyheter-og-pressemeldinger/nyhetsarkiv-2022/det-eksepsjonell
e-kraftaret-2021/

40https://www.enova.no/kunnskap/graddagstall/#:~:text=Ved%20%C3%A5%20bruke%20Enovas%20b
yggkalkulator,korrigerer%20tallene%20til%20et%20normal%C3%A5r.
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80% of the consumption is electricity, a little less than 20% is district heating; only 0.7%
comes from fossil sources. Private households stand for 50% of the total energy
consumption, corporate use (including corporate buildings and excluding industry) makes
up 34% of the total energy consumption.

District heating makes up an important part of the energy supply in Trondheim. The
concession area for district heating in Trondheim (figure 1.6) is substantial, also covering
the LHC Trondheim Demonstration District of the Knowledge Axis and the dPEB areas of
Brattøra and Sluppen. Inside the concession area the main and general rule is that new
buildings have to connect to the district heating grid, although there is no claim for specific
volumes of use of district heating.

Figure 1.6 The concession area for district heating in Trondheim . Source: Statkraft Varme.42

As described in Section 1.6, the energy electricity emission factor in Norway is much lower
than the one in EU-27. Within the +CityxChange project, it is important to use emission
factors comparable with the EU; thus the emission factors of 443 g CO2/kWh and 0.49 g
NOx/kWh are also used for the LHC Trondheim case.

Even though the energy emission factors in Norway are pretty low, energy production
makes up 25% of the direct GHG emissions in Trondheim (figure 1.7). There are thus clear

42

https://statkrafteu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=4f17d9af01884fc1b9870810
5a227dc3
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ambitions - and targets - on reducing emissions from energy production, embodied and
concretized in the Trondheim energy and climate strategic and action plans.43 44

Figure 1.7 Direct GHG emissions in Trondheim distributed on the different main sectors. Source:
Trondheim kommune - Energy and climate plan 2017-2030 (see footnote 29).

The large production of clean and cheap electricity from hydropower is the main cause for
low penetration of PV in Norway. There are no specific funding schemes for PV, neither for
corporate or private buildings in Norway. During the last couple of years we see, however, a
huge increase in the interest in PV, and an increase in the number of PV installations in
both the private and public sector. Trondheim Municipality (TK) has during the last 3 years
performed 12 PV installations with a total annual production of 936 MWh.

Two factors are hampering the further rollout of new RES such as PV in Norway; especially
applicable to Central and Northern Norway: Low electricity prices and an electricity system
with very low carbon intensity. The electricity grid in Norway is also experiencing low
curtailment and a very low degree of grid fallouts. Strongly increasing energy prices in the
southern price areas of Norway and expected rises in the electricity prices in Central
Norway over time have already increased the interest for new RES, and also increased
focus on ESG and a triple bottom line in the private sector.

44

https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/globalassets/10-bilder-og-filer/10-byutvikling/miljoenheten/kli
ma-og-energi/handlingsprogram-energi-og-klima-2017-2020-130618.pdf

43

https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/globalassets/10-bilder-og-filer/10-byutvikling/miljoenheten/kli
ma-og-energi/kommunedelplan-energi-og-klima130618.pdf
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2 +CityxChange and Trondheim dPEB approach,
set-up, and design
The Positive City Exchange project in Lighthouse City of Trondheim captures, includes, and
integrates electrical and district heating assets and loads in all three Demonstration Areas,
to individually create dPEBs in all areas. The demonstration areas have independently
established their own dPEBs by utilising already installed assets and loads. The potential of
the loads and assets have been exploited based on their compatibility, flexibility and energy
consumption. Some assets and loads have been retrofitted with equipment to allow for
controlling and supervision of the operation of the equipment, whereas others – already
having sophisticated control in place – have simply been integrated into the project trading
and flexibility markets and platform.

The overall +CityxChange and specific LHC Trondheim dPEB approaches do not differ very
much. Some adaptations and additions have been made for the Trondheim dPEBs to work
as intended, and there are differences between the Brattøra and Sluppen dPEBs according
to what is needed locally in order to obtain a dPEB – balance between consumption and
local generation over the year as a whole. This is in fact a crucial point in designing and
setting up local, scalable dPEBs: To take into account local conditions, opportunities and
barriers, energy resources, local existing RES and opportunities for new RES, etc. Thus
detailed mapping, inspections, and analyses make up a highly necessary early phase work
before moving to the planning for and set-up of dPEBs.

The overall +CityxChange vision and foundation for practical work on dPEBs is mainly a
three step process, based on co-creation between stakeholders necessary for the
establishment, upscaling, and replication of green, sustainable energy communities:
Prototyping – Enabling – Accelerating, as visualised in figure 2.1. The main part of the dPEB
work lies within the Step 2, Enabling phase/step; where both the development of solutions
and the actual implementation, monitoring, and evaluation phase sits.
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Figure 2.1. +CityxChange vision and three step process from prototyping to accelerating (upscaling and
replication) based on stakeholder co-creation.

2.1 Design and layout
There are a vast number of solutions and possible combinations of interventions that may
lead to a dPEB, there is no single fix. However, energy efficiency measures and new RES
such as heat pumps and PV are found - and viable - for the majority of dPEB projects. The
number of new interventions is dependent on the extent of existing RES, building status,
and opportunities for new RES and types of RES. For instance, energy efficiency measures
and the magnitude of such are highly dependent on 1) whether it is possible at all to gain
more impact from efficiency measures, 2) cost/benefit for energy efficiency measures vs
cost/benefit for new RES interventions. The establishment of dPEBs is cost-intensive, and
efficiency measures just in order to perform such measures cannot be defended.
Opportunities new technology and more prevailing advanced ICT and digital building
management systems provide us, however, makes it simpler to find viable efficiency
measures with advantageous cost/benefit trade-off; both compared to new RES
interventions, and not the least compared to more traditional efficiency measures such as
insulation and changing windows. In Trondheim, such measures are implemented at dPEB
Sluppen (see Section 4 below).

Special for the Trondheim dPEBs is the importance of local user flexibility and trade of
energy, capacity, and system services, for the overall impact. In fact, utilisation of local
flexibility makes up 20% of the impact and contribution to become a dPEB for both
Trondheim dPEBs. The utilisation of local flexibility is based on project developed solutions
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for local trade of energy and system services (Volue/VOL), and local energy and flexibility
markets (Trønderenergi/TE). A generic view of the LFM is shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Generic view of trade of local flexibility and energy. Source: +CityxChange

Characteristic of dPEBs/PEDs is a variety of local or distributed energy resources that need
to be managed and they need to work together. A Distribution System Operator (DSO)
model thus needs to be applied (figure 2.3). Special for the Trondheim case, is that the DSO
role is handled by the LFM owner/operator, and not the DNO (section 2.2).

Figure 2.3 Active system management through a DSO is necessary for dPEBs/PEDs (Source +CityxChange
D2.1).

LFM and optimised utilisation of distributed energy resources capacity with active system
management with a DSO also means moving from a centric to a local centric energy system
approach (figure 2.4), and claims the energy legislation to allow for more or less open P2P
trade of energy/flexibility, capacity, and system services. The +CityxChange project in
Trondheim has received dispensation from national legislation to perform a project with
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relatively open trade of local distributed energy resources capacity, including local end user
flexibility.

Figure 2.4 Moving from a centric (left) to a local centric (right) energy system approach and design is
integral for functional local dPEBs in Trondheim. Source: +CityxChange report D5.945

The final solution is strongly dependent on extensive building and energy asset (incl energy
resource) integration (detailed and elaborated in section 3.2 and 3.3). In fact, in LHC
Trondheim cases, it is not possible (technically and economically) to obtain dPEBs without
extensive assets (including new RES assets) and system integration onto one single digital
platform (ABB OPTIMAX ®) and utilisation of local flexibility not utilised today. The extensive
asset/system integration is also mandatory for the DSO functions and tasks to be
performed.

The following subsections detail the design and set-up of the individual dPEBs in
Trondheim.

2.1.1 Overall approach and common features and ingredients for the
+Trondheim dPEBs of Sluppen and Brattøra
Detailed and long processes, analyses, and calculations form the basis for selecting the
dPEBs and the buildings for the two Trondheim dPEBs. Even so, some buildings for the
Sluppen dPEB needed to be removed and exchanged with others during the course of the
project. This is further elaborated on and described in sections 2.5 and 9. Our experience
so far in working with dPEBs, is that even though large efforts and expertise is used for
selecting the buildings, the course of the project and development of the concrete
solutions may - as in the Trondheim case - call for removing buildings because they will not
work themselves or in combination with others for the establishment of a functional dPEB.

45

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-9-playbook-of-regulatory-recommendations-for-enabling-
new-energy-systems/
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Some basic criteria, and success factors for selecting the dPEBs - and dPEB demonstration
areas, system borders for the dPEBs, and the concrete buildings:

● The official dPEB definition (numbers of buildings, m² SFA, and balance of
production > consumption)

● The H2020 SCC-1 call-text (connection to UN SDGs, focus on energy systems46

integration, enhanced energy performance, electromobility and impact on energy
system, scalability of solutions, mixed use - i.e. different buildings with different
use/functions, strongly increased RES share, reduce GHG emissions and improving
air quality

● The +CityxChange Grant Agreement (criteria, requirements, project descriptions and
agreed set-up and extent)

● Potential for success and delivery according to above criteria; including a sound
conclusion that a dPEB is in fact obtainable

● Valuable for the city and municipality as viable and valuable cases - also for further
upscaling and replication. This includes potential for contributing to obtain
important goals for the city (energy, climate, environment, innovation, green
business development and new green jobs, sustainable urban development, and
others)

● Valuable, or having high potential for being valuable, for the building owners
(positive and engaged building owners are one of the absolutely most important
success factors)

● Whether or not there were either concrete decisions or plans for new RES and
other valuable interventions and measures in the buildings, or at area level within
the dPEB system borders

● Valuable, or having high potential for being valuable, for the other actors involved
(as innovation and/or test arena for their products and services and potential for
further development, replication, and market expansion)

● Important development areas (geographically) in the city

Sluppen with real estate company and developer R. Kjeldsberg and Brattøra with Entra
Property met, for Trondheim and the +CityxChange project management team, the criteria
perfectly. For the selection of the specific buildings, the competence and insights from the
real estate companies themselves were the most important; based on not the least the
status and opportunities concerning efficiency measures, existing RES and potential for
new RES, ease of inclusion and integration with the dPEB location, etc. Although the
+CityxChange team itself and external experts and consultants were used in order to e.g.
“verify” the viability of the building and value for the overall project, potential for new RES,
and cost/benefit analyses for the interventions.

Then followed detailed calculations, analyses, and inventories of energy consumption,
prevailing RES (consumption and production), and new, decided and agreed RES and
energy efficiency measures. Note that the BEST tables and dPEB summaries (Annex 1) were
revised and tuned several times after the original versions. This is due to several factors,

46

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020
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the most important being: Changes in dPEB Sluppen (due to necessary revision and change
of buildings), the Corona pandemic, and the need for a realistic and correct baseline for the
interventions.

Although having some differences in set-up, design, and types of interventions, the Brattøra
and Sluppen dPEBs exhibit some similarities and common intervention types. Integral to
obtaining dPEBs and being able to optimise utilisation of locally available energy:

● Existing and new RES (PV and heat pumps)
● Battery storages for buffering PV production and available, unused consumer

flexibility
● Utilisation of local, consumer flexibility
● System/asset/energy source integration

For both dPEBs, (some) heat pumps were already in operation prior to the project; PV
installations were performed as part of the project related interventions and measures.
Battery storage is necessary for a dPEB design with PV and local flexibility utilisation. The
battery storage for Brattøra and Sluppen are dimensioned based on expected local RES
production/availability with a total storage capacity of 540 kWh and a capacity of 500 kW.
The original plan for Sluppen was two battery storages with similar storage capacity.
Detailed calculations showed that the storage need could be scaled down to one battery.
Such detailed calculations are highly important in order to keep costs down, as battery
storages are highly expensive.

Local flexibility markets are Integral to the +CityxChange dPEB concept and design, and will
as described in section 2.1 make up ⅕ of the total impact of the Trondheim dPEBs. The
+CityxChange Local Flexibility Market solution is developed by partner Trønderenergi (TE),
already in operation at Brattøra, and will be fully described in the upcoming (31.12.2022)
report D5.6, +Trondheim Flexibility Market Deployment. The energy trading solution,
developed by partner Volue and necessary for performing the trades in the LFM, is
described in detail in D5.5 - Energy Trading Market Demonstration . The ABB OPTIMAX®47 48

DERMS is crucial for local management of all energy resources as well as the whole system
of assets and is implemented at both dPEBs, with a high degree of tailoring and local
adaptations.

Note that the dPEB baseline in terms of BEST tables and dPEB summaries (see Annex 1) are
changed from the original, Grant Agreement tables and inventories. The specific Sluppen
changes are described in section 2.1.1.1. It was, however, important to revise the baseline,
due to observed changes in consumption and production, and not the least to check for
possible impacts of the pandemic on use of the dPEB buildings including energy
consumption and production. Analyses were performed on both use of buildings, and
energy consumption and production in the dPEB buildings before and after the pandemic.
The use of the buildings soon came back to normal (probably in part due to limited
restrictions in Norway compared to other countries), so the planned interventions and
calculated impacts still hold. However, some values have changed based on the 2018

48 https://new.abb.com/power-generation/energy-management
47 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-5-energy-trading-market-demonstration/
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impacts and consumption. For the Trondheim cases, it was decided to use one full year of
measurements up till the pandemic hit Norway fully. Hence, numbers for the period
01.03.2019 - 28.02.2020 are used in the BEST and dPEB Summary tables. All energy
consumption and production data (based on 1-hour resolution data) are pulled from either
the buildings’ BMS systems (Central Operation Control Systems) directly or from the energy
follow-up software systems used by the building owners.

Note also that the EU call-text of this project states district heating as fully renewable -
hence RES - and termed Urban Energy. This is reflected in the summarising tables and
inventories for the dPEBs.

Detailed design, set-up, and implementation of the dPEBs are shown in sections 2.1.1.1,
2.1.1.2, as well as sections 3-5.

2.1.1.1 Sluppen

Figure 2.5 shows the Sluppen/Tempe area with the Demonstration Area and dPEB Sluppen
(DA1) and the buildings included. The map is provided in Section 1.3. Sluppenvegen 11 and
13 are attached and counted as one in the energy calculations and inventories. Two
buildings are located approximately 900 metres away from the core Sluppen area: Ola
Frosts veg 1 (apartment building with 54 units and approximately 200 residents) and
Valøyvegen 12 (TK owned health care centre also housing a variety of municipal health
service departments). Valøyvegen 12 was initially a replication case, but is already upgraded
and connected to the Sluppen dPEB and included as a core dPEB building.
See section 5 for dPEB and intervention details and implementation.

Figure 2.5 Sluppen dPEB and dPEB buildings. See Annex 1 for details on energy estimates per building.
Photo: TK.
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Table 2.1 provides detailed building information for the Sluppen dPEB including energy
consumption and RES production (existing and project related).

Table 2.1. dPEB Sluppen buildings, building details, energy consumption, and existing and project related
RES interventions with their expected impacts. Numbers are rounded to the nearest 100.

Building Energy consumption
(kWh/yr) Existing RES (kWh/yr) Project related RES

+ en. effic. (kWh/yr)

Sluppenvegen
11/13

5,789 m2 SFA: 0
Use: Food court,
cultural space,
climbing centre
162 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: NO

EL: 566,500
Urban energy: 368900

Heat pump (50,000)
Urban energy (368,900)

PV (150,000)
Energy effic. (140,300)

Sluppenvegen 17B

11.949 m2 SFA:
Use: Office
86 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: YES

EL: 924,100
Urban energy: 104,800

Heat pump (268,500)
Urban energy (104,800)

PV (75,300)
Energy effic. (11,100)

Sluppenvegen 19

12.815 m2 SFA:
Use: Office
67 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: YES
BREEAM-NOR
Excellent

EL: 758,700
Urban energy: 95,200

- Heat pump (400,000)
Urban energy (95,200)
PV (121,000)

Ola Frosts veg 1

2.800 m2 SFA:
Use: Apartments
167 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: NO

EL: 277,800
Urban energy: 190,300

Heat pump (50,000)
Urban energy (190,300)

PV (57,500)
Energy effic. (45,000)
Computer waste heat
recovery (63,000)

Valøyvegen 12

6.073 m2 SFA:
Use: Health centre
175 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: NO

EL: 696,600
Urban energy: 367,500

Heat pump (100,000)
Urban energy (367,500)

PV (112,000)
Energy effic. (47,000)

SUM building level
m2 SFA: 39,426

4,350,400
(incl. urban energy)

1,500,000 1,317,400
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Area level contributions:

V2G 10,000

System integration 71,300

Local trade and
flexibility

712,600

Convert EL to urban
energy

320,000

Waste heat recovery
serverpark

160,000

External seawater
heat pump (import)

400,000

External PV (import) 84,000

SUM area level 1,757,900

SUM total 4,350,300 1,500,000 3,075,300

dPEB balance: +225,000

Figure 2.6. The relative impact of and contributions from existing and project related interventions to the
Sluppen dPEB

The Sluppen dPEB is the most extensive, advanced, and complex dPEB case in LHC
Trondheim, with 3 GWh/yr in new renewables and increased local energy utilisation. The
most profound feature of the Sluppen dPEB is the sector coupling EL - thermal, involving
building-level waste heat recovery at Ola Frosts veg 1 and balancing against the use of
electricity, and substituting electricity with urban energy on area level (table 2.1). The
substitution involves shutting down heat pumps and phasing in urban energy in periods
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with high electricity prices and possibilities for local grid bottlenecks. This case is also
special due to the implementation of a brand new, project developed (by SV and TE)
dynamic pricing model for urban energy (district heating) that is decoupled from the
electricity spot price. The pricing of district heating in Norway is directly connected to the
monthly average electricity spot price. To have the best possible and most efficient sector
coupling, this type of decoupling is important. The dynamic pricing model and sector
coupling connected to this is further detailed in the +CityxChange report D5.6 - +Trondheim
Flexibility Market Deployment Report (to be published in December 2022). The sector
coupling also involves the inclusion of waste heat recovery from a new serverpark (liquid
cooled server modules) at Sluppenvegen 17A, where computer waste heat is49

redistributed to the larger district heating network via a high temperature heat pump, for
further use locally. Due to Corona pandemic issues with delivery chains, this is not yet in
place but will be effectuated when the full system is in operation, and serverpark running at
scheduled capacity (2023).

Although including buildings in the dPEB with a relatively high annual energy consumption
(close to 4.4 GWh/yr, table 2.1), those buildings also have a high share of existing RES
(figure 2.6), making “the road to dPEB shorter and less investment-intensive. Around 585
MWh/yr of the project initiated PV and an operational local energy and flexibility market is,
in addition to the extensive sector coupling, the key to obtaining a dPEB Sluppen.

Also crucial for obtaining a dPEBat Sluppen, is the import of renewable energy from outside
the dPEB system borders, which in fact makes the Sluppen dPEB what is termed a virtual
dPEB (see section 1.2 for definition). The import involves (area level RES; table 2.1):

● PV electricity from a remote ground based (brownfield) PV rig 15 km away
(Trønderenergi)

● Thermal energy from a seawater heat pump at Brattøra (Statkraft Varme)
The whole PV production is allocated to dPEB Sluppen, and is included virtually by TE and
through TE digital solutions. The thermal energy from the Statkraft Varme seawater heat
pump at Brattøra (Clarion Hotel and Congress) is fed into the district heating system, and
an increased slot of thermal energy is then allocated for use at Sluppen.

The majority of building m² making up the Sluppen dPEB is owned by +CityxChange official
partner and beneficiary R Kjeldsberg (RK). Thus a strong commitment from the building
owner for co-work on planning for and implementing the dPEB was in place and legally
clarified from the start of the project. This was highly valuable and important to solve the
Sluppen case and secure the necessary funding for interventions not covered by the EU;
though based on substantial EU funding through the +CityxChange project. This added
innovation makes the solution much more flexible and future-proof, by allowing to build
even further distributed dPEBs with dedicated remote sources.

Trondheim Municipality (TK) leading the +CityxChange implementation work in LHC
Trondheim is the largest property owner in Trondheim, with more than a million m² of

49

https://knowledge.greenedgecompute.com/the-worlds-most-sustainable-data-center-is-now-operati
onal-in-trondheim
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property, mainly schools and health institutions. TK and its property department have for
many years had a strong focus on energy efficiency with a target of a minimum of 2%
annual decrease in the energy consumption for a majority of TK-owned buildings. In recent
years TK Property Department has focused more on RES, with a substantial number of PV
installations in municipal buildings and extensive heat pump installations. To learn and gain
experience on RES measures for future actions and energy improvements, the Property
Dept. decided to offer one TK building as a replication case for the Sluppen dPEB. This
building - Tempe health care centre (Valøyvegen 12) - was then also included in the Sluppen
dPEB with a maximised PV installation (beyond self consumption) for also being part of the
LFM Sluppen, and a larger heat pump. Necessary investment costs are being covered
through the TK Climate Budget. This overprovisioning was enabled by the +CityxChange
work which allowed a clear economic, deployment, and regulatory framework on how to
share the surplus.

As the project and implementation phase proceeded, it became clear that the original
Sluppen concept, set-up, and building selection were not possible. Factors not known at the
time of project planning, all based on new findings and analyses, new plans for area
development from the real-estate owner side, and impacts from the pandemic, showed
that 5 buildings needed to be removed from the dPEB Changes in the buildings also made
energy efficiency measures too costly, the impacts of waste heat recovery (via heat pump)
from a cool storage was strongly reduced, and waste heat recovery from a large data centre
became not possible due to the data centre being moved to another part of Norway.
The original dPEB was a lot larger than the minimum requirements, so a reduction in the
extent was not critical in terms of providing a viable and valuable dPEB case at Sluppen.

Five buildings were removed from the Sluppen dPEB during this process (Leirfossvegen 5D
and 5E, and Sluppenvegen 9, 10, and 17A, and Sluppenvegen 11/13 (two attached
buildings) were included in the revised dPEB This reduced the dPEB SFA from 49,991 m² to
33,353 m². After that, the TK health centre was included in the DPEB as a replication case,
and the final dPEB, as described in Table 2.1, 5 buildings with a SFA of 39,426 m². The
changes in building selection for the dPEB of course alters the expected impact on a series
of project KPIs, although not substantially (table 2.2).

An additional value of including Sluppenvegen 11/13 as a dPEB building, is the fact that this
building is a “multi-use” building, containing a food court/restaurant also used for events, a
cultural space for concerts, theatre, etc., and a large climbing centre now being expanded
substantially. The EU Commission puts a strong emphasis on “mixed use” for dPEB
buildings . The Sluppen dPEB after revision comprising offices, wholesale companies, small50

industries, an apartment building, and a health centre, is a far more mixed-use case than
the original set-up.

The loss of waste heat recovery, originally amounting to 1.98 GWh/yr, is now compensated
by waste heat recovery, converting EL to urban energy, and then external import of thermal

50

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020
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energy. Some loss of impact also comes from lower production of PV electricity (from 0.6 to
0.5 GWh/yr). However, some of the buildings that were removed from the dPEB case had
very high energy consumption (and no options anymore for energy interventions), which
compensated for the reduced share of new RES.

First, planned upscaling cases are the new Nidarvoll School and rehabilitation centre (TK,
24,800 m²) , and Sluppenvegen 23 - ALO (RK, 11,900 m²) ; both expected to go into51 52

operation in 2023.

Table 2.2 Changes in expected impacts as a consequence of necessary changes in dPEB Sluppen. Source:
+CityxChange Amendment 1.

Expected impact

KPI Name of KPI Original New Comment

4 No. of new dPEB/DPED-enabling
prototypes

13 16 Rise due to added innovations to make
the change work

8 Tonnes of CO2-equivalent emission
reduction per year

11 613 11 183 Reduced slightly due to new setup

9 Tonnes per year Nitrogen Oxides
(NOx) emissions reduction

4.7 4.2 Reduced slightly due to new setup

10 The percentage of total Renewable
Energy Sources self-supply

75 90 Raised due to inclusion of remote RES

11 Increase in new renewable energy
system integration (GWh/yr)

3.247 3.192 Reduced slightly due to new setup

15 Net useful thermal recovery/year
(GWh/yr)

1.991 1.721 Reduced due to new setup, now mainly
external import

20 Increase (MWh) in installed RES
storage (including batteries)

1.5 1.08 Reduction due to the successfully
lowered needs of batteries from 3 to 2
units (1 per dPEB)

2.1.1.2 Brattøra

Figure 2.7 shows the Brattøra area with the Demonstration Area and dPEB Brattøra (DA2),
and the three buildings included. All three buildings are located right next to each other
and are owned by one real estate company (Entra). Brattørkaia (BK) 15AB was built prior to
the +CityxChange project, Brattørkaia 16 (business college) and Brattørkaia 17A
(Powerhouse) after, meaning that the interventions in BK 16 and 17A and their impacts are
included as project related (i.e. new) RES in the project. Both BK15AB and 17A are office
buildings.

See section 6 for dPEB and intervention details and implementation.

52 https://www.sluppen.no/bygningene/alo/
51 https://www.nidaros.no/trondheims-storste-kontrakt-noensinne/s/5-113-187775
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Figure 2.7 Brattøra dPEB and dPEB buildings. Kai = quay. Photo: TK.

Table 2.3 provides detailed building information for the Brattøra dPEB including energy
consumption and RES production (existing and project related).
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Table 2.3. dPEB Brattøra buildings, building details, energy consumption, and existing and project
related RES interventions with their expected impacts. Numbers are rounded to the nearest 100.

Building Energy consumption
(kWh/yr) Existing RES (kWh/yr) Project related RES

(kWh/yr)

Brattørkaia 15 A/B

m2 SFA: 12,869
Use: Office/Business
94 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: NO

EL: 1,074,900
Urban energy: 138,400

Heat pump (501,600)
Urban energy (138,400)

-

Brattørkaia 16

m2 SFA: 8,016
Use: Education/Office
40 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: YES
BREEAM-NOR
Excellent

EL: 308,600
Urban energy: 14,100

- Heat pump (279,200)
Urban energy (14,100)
PV (122,700)

Brattørkaia 17A

m2 SFA: 14,291
Use: Office
53 kWh/m2 yr
Passivhouse: YES
BREEAM-NOR
Outstanding

EL: 723,200
Urban energy: 27,400

- Heat pump (554,500)
Urban energy (27,400)
PV (416,800)

SUM building level
m2 SFA: 35,176

2,286,600
(incl. urban energy)

640,000 1,414,700

Area level contributions:

V2G 10,000

System integration 41,200

Local trade and
flexibility

411,700

SUM area level 462,900

SUM total 2,286,600 640,000 1,877,600

dPEB balance: +231,000
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Figure 2.8. The relative impact of and contributions from existing and project related interventions to the
Brattørea dPEB

The Brattøra dPEB case and demonstrator is mainly focusing on electricity even though
there are substantial heat pump contributions. This means that there is no specific sector
coupling EL - thermal sector happening at Brattøra.

With 3 pretty new dPEB buildings and low specific energy consumption (an average of 62
kWh/m² yr; table 2.3), project-related energy efficiency interventions would lead to only
minuscule energy improvements with a very low benefit/cost ratio compared to new RES
measures and are thus not performed. Both the Brattøra dPEB anchor building of
Powerhouse and the neighbouring university building of Brattørkaia 16, which are energy
positive already at the project start (Brattøra BEST table, Annex 1), contribute to both
substantial local RES for the dPEB and exhibits very low net specific energy consumption
(53 and 40 kWh/m² yr respectively).
Powerhouse Brattøra utilises today no more than approximately 50% of its PV production
of 416,800 kWh/yr; the rest is sold back to the grid within the Norwegian Plus Customer
Scheme (Plusskundeordningen) , but in many cases sold back at pretty low prices. A goal for53

the +CityxChange project and necessary to obtain a dPEB at Brattøra is to utilise this local
PV production within the dPEB system borders through selling surplus electricity in the LFM
and not sell it to the grid. This also was an important requirement for the work on
regulatory mechanisms. This type of scheme will also contribute to selling surplus PV
production locally at higher prices than obtained through Plusskundeordningen,
contributing to incentives for selling in the LFM and increasing revenue for the building
owner.

No RES import is necessary at Brattøra, making it a 100% physical dPEB.

With initially highly energy-efficient dPEB buildings and low initial annual energy
consumption, the Brattøra dPEB case is less complex and investment intensive than the
Sluppen dPEB case. The new buildings Brattørkaia 16 and 17A with extensive RES already
set into operation (PV and heat pumps), these project related interventions compensate for

53

https://www.nve.no/reguleringsmyndigheten/regulering/nettvirksomhet/nettleie/tariffer-for-produksj
on/plusskunder/
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a relatively lower initial (existing) RES share, making new heat pumps and PV the dominating
contributions to obtaining a dPEB at Brattøra (figure 2.8). Compared with the Sluppen dPEB
(figure 2.6), LFM is only the fourth most important contributor to obtaining a dPEB at
Brattøra.

The securing of buildings for the Brattøra case was quite different from Sluppen, because
the 3 dPEB buildings there (all owned by a real estate company, Entra Property), not being
an official +CityxChange partner, thus not receiving EU funding. Two factors were decisive
for the onboarding of Entra: 1) A strong willingness and ability to offer their buildings to the
case and Entra seeing a value for them to participate, and 2) funding for Entra through the
national large-scale demonstration project Brattøra MicroGrid/BMG (see section 5), a
project strongly related to +CityxChange project providing funding - both person efforts and
investment funding - for measures and interventions there. +CityxChange TK was part of
the project development team for BMG, there are actors being partners in both
+CityxChange and BMG, and the BMG project has a timeline strongly aligned with
+CityxChange.

2.2 Actor roles and responsibilities and intervention funding
The actor map and actor ecosystem for such projects are critical success factors. As
mentioned before, building owners are also integral to having a scalable dPEB and PED
(Positive Energy District) case, and the fewer the number of building owners involved, the
better, in particular for the prototyping work undertaken here. Working with one building
owner per case, as for the +CityxChange project in LHC Trondheim, is ideal. Even though
building owners may be highly positive and engaged, much effort is needed from the
project management side for onboarding, keeping engagement up, solving issues and
challenges along the way, creating value propositions, coordinating, etc. The work done in
+CityxChange should ease and pave the way for large-scale scaling up and replicating the
dPEBs with better developed processes and suggested structures and agreements.

As stated above, working with one building owner per case or dPEB is ideal. There is,
however, a need for an extensive array of actors and types of actors in order to succeed
with such projects. In fact a precise set of actors covering all necessary functions and
responsibilities is a critical success factor. The following ecosystem descriptions are based
on the LHC Trondheim design and setup. They will of course vary according to the different
designs, local compositions of RES and RES measures, local conditions including frame
conditions, and possible national/international frame conditions. Table 2.4 summarises the
overall actor map, roles, and responsibilities for the +Trondheim dPEBs.
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Table 2.4 Overview of the different main types of actors needed for the +Trondheim dPEBs.

Actor/Partner Role/Responsibility

Building owner The most crucial actor in the dPEB making their building(s)
available for the dPEB responsible for energy efficiency measures;
technical personnel to work tightly with system integrators for
integration of BMS and other building management systems,
district heating operator and LFM operator for sector coupling.
Important as ground owner concerning localization of battery
storage(s), P-spaces for car sharing, etc.

Asset/System integrator Provide HW/SW system and solution for and perform the actual
integration of all individual assets, smart metering systems, BMS,
etc that contributes to local energy production and the
management of those.

Energy Trading Platform
developer and operator

Energy and flexibility markets are core contributors to obtaining
scalable and replicable dPEBs in Trondheim (20% of impact). As
such, a functionable energy trading solution for automated trades
at high time resolution is necessary. Through +CityxChange a
specific trade solution/platform is developed, specifically designed
for local markets. In other cases such a trading solution and ETP
service may be bought from an external actor

Local Flexibility Market owner
and operator

The energy trading solution is being used by the owner and
operator of the LFM, which in this case is an energy producing
company. This company has developed a specifically designed
market solution that utilises the ETP for executing trades of
energy/flexibility/capacity/system services. According to Norwegian
energy regulation, such an actor in Norway has to be a company
with sales/turnover concession; full market concession is not
needed for the Trondheim solution. LFM operator fills the role of a
DSO in the Trondheim cases54

ESCO An ESCO scheme is used for the Sluppen case in Trondheim as
funding/ownership scheme for PV at the dPEB buildings

District heating network
owner/operator

Delivers district heating and distributed thermal energy to the
dPEB buildings; works together with building owner energy
sources such as heat pumps and LFM operator for sector
coupling; provides and agrees alternative pricing models for
thermal energy for trades in the LFM

EV sharing operator w/V2G
charging

EV batteries are an important part of the dPEB and LFM in the
+CityxChange dPEB concept and solution. This calls for a
dedicated engagement from the EV sharing operator, and tight
collaboration with building owner and LFM operator

Electricity grid owner and
operator - DNO

Three important roles/functions the DNO fills in the Trondheim
cases: Must be involved in - and decide on - connecting battery
storages to the distribution grid, and work with LFM operator for
energy regulatory issues, and work with LFM operator for the
flexibility markets. The DNO in this case also incentivises trade of
local flexibility with a smaller amount of money during the project
period as a test.

An extensive set of different agreements and contracts between specific actors and
partners in the consortium (in addition to some kind of consortium agreement) is also
highly important. One example is shown in Annex 8, through an excerpt of a collaborational

54 https://networks.online/heat/what-does-dso-really-mean/
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agreement between asset/system integrator (ABB), owner/operator of the LFM (TE), and a
building owner with assets and buildings to be included and integrated in the dPEB and the
LFM.

The +CityxChange co-project/Task 5.6 on dPEB set-up and deployment in Trondheim was
led by ABB, supported and coordinated by TK. It was important to have a core technical and
system level solution provider as the task lead. However, the complexity of the task, limited
personnel resources available plus a necessary main focus on installation and technical
work from ABB side caused necessary resources and work from the TK side on
co-management and coordination of the task.

Table 2.5 Actor map, product/service offered, and funding sources - Sluppen dPEB

Actor type Actor +CxC
partner

Product/Service and funding

Building
owner

R Kjeldsberg (RK) Y - Energy Efficiency: In-kind + EU (+CxC)
- Heat pumps: In-kind
- PV: In-kind

Building
owner

Frost Property N - Energy Efficiency: In-kind
- Heat Pump: In-kind
- PV: In-kind

Building
owner

TK N 1) - Energy Efficiency: In-kind
- Heat Pump: In-kind
- PV: In-kind
- Integration with dPEB and LFM: In-kind

Computer
waste heat
provider

4C Y - Local serverpark: In-kind
- Waste heat recovery system for serverpark: In-kind +

EU (+CxC)

Building and
energy
management

Kjeldsberg
Eiendomsforvaltning
(KEF) 2)

N Energy work on interventions incl efficiency measures:
In-kind + EU (+CxC) 3)

System,
building, and
intervention
management

ABB Y - ABB OPTIMAX HW+SW: In-kind
- Installation and integration: EU (+CxC)
- V2G EV charger: TK in-kind 4)

ETP
developer
and operator

Volue (POW) Y - Development of basic ETP: In-kind
- Development of project adapted ETP: EU (+CxC)
- Operation of ETP during project: In-kind

LFM
developer
and operator

TE Y - Development of LFM: EU (+CxC)
- Smart components (HW & SW) for operation of LFM:

EU (+CxC) + In-kind
- Remote PV plant for PV import: In-kind
- Battery storage: Other EU funding + in-kind
- Operation of LFM, PV, Battery during project: In-kind

District
heating
operator

SV Y - Convert EL to urban energy: In-kind + EU (+CxC)
- Develop and deploy dynamic pricing model for DH: EU

(+CxC)
- Seawater heat pump and system: In-kind
- Integration of seawater HP thermal energy: EU (+CxC) +

in-kind
- Waste heat recovery, feed in and redistribution: In-kind
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Owner/Oper
ator,
computer
waste heat
recovery for
hot water
production

4C Y - Waste heat recovery HW/SW + systems: EU (+CxC)
- Operation of system and scheme: In-kind

EV sharing
operator

ABG Y - Shared EVs for V2G integration and parking spaces:
In-kind

Energy and
dPEB
consultant

ARUP Y - Energy advisoring + energy efficiency analyses and
reporting: EU (+CxC)

Intervention
and
investment
advisor

NHP Y - Intervention and investment advisoring and analyses:
EU (+CxC)

1) TK is in this case the TK Property Development Dept. owning and managing municipal buildings. They pay for
all interventions for the replication case of Tempe HEalth Care Centre (Valøyvegen 12) with energy efficiency
measures, heat pump, PV, and integrating the building and assets with the +CityxChange LFM at
Sluppen/Tempe

2) KEF is a subsidiary company of RK and performs all operational management, energy management, and
follow-ups etc in the Sluppen dPEB buildings.
3) Arrangements were made in order for RK to distribute some +CxC funding to KEF.
4) Cost covered by TK over their Climate Budget
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Table 2.6 Actor map, product/service offered, and funding sources - Brattøra dPEB ABB, TE, Volue and
ABG provide the same products and services as for Sluppen; except TE not performing PV import to
Brattøra. Note other funding for TE battery storage at Brattøra. BMG = Brattøra MicroGrid project.

Actor type Actor +CxC
partner

Product/Service and funding

Building
owner +
building and
energy
management

Entra 1) N - Heat pumps: In-kind
- PV: In-kind + National funding (Enova)
- Energy and building work on interventions + project work

BMG: In-kind + National funding (Enova)

Project
management

Skanska N - Project management and energy and building expertise:
In-kind + National funding (Enova)

Battery
storage
owner and
operator

TE Y - Battery storage: In-kind + National funding (Enova)
- Project work BMG: In-kind + National funding (Enova)

System and
asset
integrator

ABB Y - Integration of pantograph E-Bus charger: Trøndelag County

Project
partner

Trøndelag
County Adm.

N - Project work BMG: In-kind + National funding (Enova)
- E-Bus pantograph charger: In-kind

DSO, EL grid
owner

Tensio N - Project work BMG: In-kind

E-Bus
scheme
operator

Tide Bus N - Project work BMG: In-kind + National funding (Enova)

Project
partner

TK Y - Project work BMG: In-kind + National funding (Enova)

LFM
participant

- TK
- E C Dahl

Property
- Trondheim

Port
Authorities

- Rockheim
Museum

TK only - Work for inclusion of building/asset flexibility provider
and/or flexibility customer + necessary ICT and
management systems: In-kind

1) Entra having in-house building and energy operational and management personnel, not using an external
company

As opposed to the Sluppen case (table 2.5), a substantial share of investments and work at
Brattøra (table 2.6) are performed by external actors not being +CityxChange partners, but
rather BMG with a large share of national funding through Enova Large-Scale
Demonstration Project Programme .55

55

https://presse.enova.no/pressreleases/210-millioner-til-framtidens-energisystem-2829629?_ga=2.23
5488769.1803036642.1658266635-772041806.1643836283
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3 +CityxChange Trondheim dPEB System
Architecture
The +CityxChange dPEB is built upon several elements, and all of them are essential for
creating a dPEB. A core element is technical system architecture. However, the technical
system architecture is founded on the overall concept and is in fact basic system
architecture of the project itself. This overall system architecture is an integral precondition
for solving the highly complex technical side of such measures and projects. It connects the
spatial, economic, legal, environmental, and social aspects with the technical aspects and
solutions necessary for moving from an energy block to a scalable Distributed Positive
Energy Block, and further towards a Positive Energy City; which today is a vision -
concretized as the +Trondheim Bold City Vision 2050 (figure 3.1). The +CityxChange overall
system architecture is strongly aligned with the H2020 SCC-1 programme call-text and the56

EU ambitions and strategies for a green energy shift in Europe with clean, secure, and
affordable energy for all Europeans - The Energy Union and the EU Common Energy Market

.57

Figure 3.1 Core drivers and enablers for scalable dPEBs via the 11 +CityxChange Demonstration Projects
to PEDs and a Positive Energy City - Trondheim Positive Energy City 2050 is the +Trondheim Bold City
Vision.

The +CxC dPEB system architecture presented in this chapter will focus on the technical
foundation for creating smart dPEBs. To explain the architecture more in detail, this is
divided it into four stages:

57 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_15_4497

56

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/lc-
sc3-scc-1-2018-2019-2020
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1. Key enablers
2. Installation and configuration of energy assets (e.g. RES, heat pumps, battery

storage)
3. Smart control of assets and the system level, and enable trading within the local

energy ecosystem and market
4. Deployment of dPEB

Figure 3.2 Stages in the development of scalable dPEBs in Trondheim, from key enablers to the technical
and overall system architecture of +CityxChange.

1. Key enablers
a. The first stage of the +City dPEB is to secure investment in production,

storage and smart software solutions, strongly related to economical and
legal (including energy regulatory) aspects, linked with demand reduction

b. The building and set-up of the dPEB system architecture also needs to take
into consideration, and anchor in, social, spatial, and environmental
enablers; enablers that also may act as barriers for setting up dPEBs

2. Installation and configuration
a. The second stage involves installation of the solutions and technologies, and

then configure them and existing assets in order to enable smart control and
best possible energy efficiency control

b. The selection and enabling of assets is crucial; not only due to necessary
caretaking of the enablers/barriers, but also due to the fact that different
solutions and interventions may be time consuming and technologically
different to install, integrate, and deploy, influencing the cost/benefit of the
solution deployed
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3. Smart control and energy efficiency
a. The next step is to actually decide how to control the energy assets, how to

integrate them, and how to increase the energy efficiency and total energy
performance of the dPEB.

4. Through the 4 stages, from finding and securing investment capital, build motivation
and establish and anchor a plan among the stakeholders in the area, to the smart
controlling and synchronisation of energy assets, it is possible to establish a scalable
and replicable dPEB

Throughout this chapter these stages will be described in more detail.

The +CityxChange dPEB architecture is divided into four stages. The first stage is not
directly a part of a system architecture according to general definitions, but it is essential
for being able to build a +CityxChange dPEB. The project has put an extensive focus on
these other measures, which are crucial to build a PEB that is more than a one-off
prototype and instead can be moved into operation and allow local scaleup. Therefore we
define the +CityxChange system architecture as a result of a series of soft and hard
enablers and solutions, their integration, and a stepwise process toward the overall system
architecture. Such a system architecture contextualisation and approach are important
within the +CityxChange project, because it through that connects directly with the basic
concept and vision for the +CityxChange project (section 2) - also not the least concerning
co-creation of dPEBs, and it connects more concretely to the call-text criteria. The
establishment of scalable dPEBs is not by any means a sole technical affair. Such projects
need to have societal anchoring and dimensions; in order to make sense at all, and
because it is all in fact about sustainable urban development and transition.

Stage 2 is the first technological step in establishing the full system architecture. Through
this stage, the physical installation of new dPEB technologies and solutions is performed,
and project related and existing solutions, systems, and technologies are configured (set-up
and integration of software). Stage 3 is the development of smart control software, enabling
smart control and management, and establishing the connection to the LFM and trading
platform. The last stage comprises combining the first three stages, to have a functional,
operational, and scalable dPEB; in line with the system architecture, key enablers and
barriers, and basic criteria described in section 1.1.

3.1 Key enablers
The H2020 SCC-1 call-text that the +CityxChange is based upon pinpoints the significance
of factors such as financial, social, urban, environmental, and legal, for establishing dPEB in
the meaning of scalable dPEBs. And in fact, it doesn’t make sense to focus solely on the
technical and technological aspects when developing dPEBs. It may not be that difficult to
establish a standalone dPEB by involving local building owner(s) and onboarding the
necessary solution providers and industry partners. However, to make the dPEB scalable
you need to ensure sound and solid anchoring at the highest possible level in the
organisations and companies involved, and a sound story behind it, best case a common
understanding, also outside the project organisation.
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For scaling up and replication towards PED and for instance the +Trondheim BCV, a
broader anchoring and context are needed.

+CityxChange has developed and is testing pre-commercial dPEBs (TRL 7) within the frames
of a project scope and a demonstrator approach. +CityxChange has also developed this for
extensive scaling and replication. However, the order and pipeline of activities and
interventions may or will probably be performed differently and in a different order when
performing extensive scaling, for practical and other reasons. There are activities that are
performed in a different order in +CityxChange than what we anticipate will be the concrete
pipeline in upscaling. For instance, in the +CityxChange project in Trondheim, a fully
implemented BCV and work on and in innovation playgrounds and innovation lab58

solutions , and not the least citizen engagement and involvement , was performed after59 60

the project had started. This is also due to the project doing a lot of development work
within its early phases, which would be significantly reduced now that the solutions are
available. For a larger and systematic action on dPEBs, much of the work on key enablers
should be started and even done before the dPEB project starts.

3.1.1 Social
● Engagement from people living/working in the area

○ One needs a certain level of involvement and engagement from them to
create context and understanding, and it will contribute to simplify the
integration. Especially when scaling out to more residential areas, this will be
vital, as well as when scaling prosumer roles to residential buildings.

○ They need to be aware that this is for the common good, and that it can
cause some issues for them, especially in the start.

● Having people with you is also important for the regulation and effecting the
government decisions. Ideally PEBs can be built with, not just for the people.

+CityxChange has performed several projects and activities in order to engage , involve, and
communicate with important stakeholder groups, NGOs, and citizens. Please refer to
+CityxChange reports D5.7 - +TrondheimBold City Vision and guidelines , D5.8 - +Trondheim61

Citizen Observatory , and D5.10 - Trondheim Innovations Lab Solutions Catalogue .62 63

63 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-10-trondheim-innovation-lab-solutions-catalogue/
62 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-8-trondheim-citizen-observatory/

61

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-7-trondheim-2050-bold-city-vision-and-guidelines-vision-f
or-sustainable-urban-transition/

60 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-8-trondheim-citizen-observatory/
59 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-10-trondheim-innovation-lab-solutions-catalogue/

58

https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-7-trondheim-2050-bold-city-vision-and-guidelines-vision-f
or-sustainable-urban-transition/
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3.1.2 Economic
There is a vast number and types of investments necessary in order to establish scalable
dPEBs, and there is a need within each (dPEB) case to define important business cases,
business models, and analyse the possible economic savings and revenue streams.

The development of an energy block into a dPEB that can be scaled to a positive energy
district demands large investments for (not necessary fulfilling list/overview):

● Distributed energy sources (local production)
○ Renewable energy sources - RES (PV, heat pumps, etc.)
○ Storage technology and solutions (thermal and electric storages)

● Digital systems including management systems
○ Smart control systems (BMS, etc.)
○ Distributed Energy Resource Management System (DERMS) for connecting

and integrating all buildings and energy assets
● Energy efficiency measures
● Energy/Flexibility trading platforms/solutions and market solutions
● Solutions and systems for sector coupling EL - thermal if that is a viable and

appropriate measure in the specific case
● V2G EV chargers and possibly a local EV pool or EV sharing scheme if mobility -

energy system interactions are viable

A dPEB itself is investment intensive and might claim significant operational costs. The
+CityxChange Trondheim dPEBs are prototypes, which always will be more costly than
more streamlined, commercial cases. But, for instance the Sluppen dPEB, based on an
approximately 39,500 m² floor area of buildings, cost around 3.6 M€ including personnel
efforts.
This implies that not only do available funding schemes need to be mapped and funding
secured but also the development of viable business cases and models with viable cash
flows for the involved actors need to be developed and implemented. Thus development,
implementation, and operation of scalable dPEBs need to utilise financial expertise in the
whole process; including a long(er) operation time in order to tune and tweak the cases and
models.
The +CityxChange project has been fortunate in receiving extensive EU funding, for person
month (PM) efforts, and for investments in smart components and systems. Despite the
extensive EU funding, non-funded in-kind contributions (PMs and investments, especially
investments) make up 62 % of the total dPEB Sluppen prototype total cost.

Detailed analyses, business case and model developments, and results from the
operational part of the project will be described and elaborated on in the upcoming
+CityxChange report D5.16 - +Trondheim sustainable investment and business concepts and
models, planned for release in December 2022.
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3.1.2 Legal issues and governance
A variety and often large number of agreements and contracts across an energy or dPEB
consortium, clarification, and clear defining of roles and responsibilities of the different
actors and players is necessary (described in section 2.2 for the Trondheim dPEBs);
governance plays a key part here. In addition, and not the least, a larger number of
framework conditions, international, national, and regional/local legislation, concession
regulations, and other regulations need to be taken into account. Which will, to a smaller or
larger degree, determine both opportunities and needs for preparatory work in order to
succeed. This of course also means that substantial mapping and work needs to be done at
an early stage.

To succeed with the specific dPEB set-up in Trondheim with extensive local trade of
energy/capacity and flexibility, the +CityxChange project needed either dispensation (for
example in the form of a ‘regulatory sandbox’) or acceptance for a specific solution from the
National Energy Act. In Trondheim, the work towards and together with the national
regulatory body RME started at the very beginning of the project planning. Details on the
process and learnings are described in D5.9: Playbook of regulatory recommendations for
enabling new energy systems. And it took the project organisation more than 4 years to
obtain acceptance for a specific solution from RME, worked out by our energy company
Trønderenergi (TE), for +CityxChange to be able to set up and operate our LFMs at Sluppen
and Brattøra. More details on this solution and implications for the Trondheim cases and
local markets will be provided in the D5.6 report that will be available December 2022:
+Trondheim Flexibility Market Deployment Report.

In recent years, the EU has implemented several directives and regulations relevant and
important for both dPEB/PED cases as well. We may expect new legislation and changes in
prevailing legislation within the energy sector, both international and national in the time to
come; which is highly important to have in mind and take into account when planning for
renewable energy interventions.
Recently the +CityxChange project has also revealed more and more the significance of
regulations and legislation in other sectors that will influence a RES/scalable dPEB project.
Two distinct examples of this value for Norwegian interventions are the National Planning
and Building Act which today is not specifically designed for more innovative energy actions
and measures and the National Finance Act. +CityxChange sees that some changes in this
law may stimulate RES investments and contribute to reduced simple payback times for e.g
PV installations. If the claim for a certain level of capital binding for financing institutions
was reduced by 5-10 %, this could have a significant impact on the willingness of financing
for instance RES.

Agreements, contracts, and governance were mentioned as crucial instruments and
necessities to set up viable dPEB and other energy projects. One example which is highly
crucial for the dPEB cases in Trondheim is a contract between the project and building
owners in the area on how energy assets can and should be used and controlled, and how
their operation and working environment are kept as normal as possible (see also section
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3.3.2). Furthermore, operating the +CityxChange dPEBs will also affect the traditional
operators (grid company, system operator), which in the Trondheim cases also influenced
the work towards being allowed to operate the market within national legislation, and in full
common understanding with the DNO/DSO and the TSO (See D2.1: Report on enabling
regulatory mechanisms to trial innovation in cities (Bertelsen et al., 2019); or the above
mentioned D5.9 (Myrstad et al., 2021) for more details). An important part here is also the
fact that each smart meter owner owns his/her energy data, so the use of this data must be
agreed on, preferably through individual agreements.

3.2 Asset requirements and interfaces
Assets in the +CityxChange dPEB can be energy producing, consuming, accumulating or
converting, as stated in our definition of an asset earlier in the report. Additionally, there
are some requirements to ensure that optimised operation of the selected assets is
possible through smart control (Gulbrandsøy et al., 2021). Smart control means that the
asset can be controlled directly, or indirectly through the building it is connected to or
some other adjacent control system.

Figure 3.3 Example on integration of assets with the dPEB and LFM through the central and core
link/system of the DERMS. See also section 3.3.3 with reference to sections 3.3.1 ad 3.3.2

A functional and operational dPEB claims the use of building/asset integration onto one
single central management platform and system (DERMS), which in the +CityxChange cases
and solutions in LHC Trondheim is ABB OPTIMAX®. ABB OPTIMAX® does not connect
directly to the individual assets, but indirectly through a central BMS, a protocol
converter(explanation and more details given in chapter 3.3.3), a cloud solution, or other
access system/points via APIs. For instance the building owner at dPEB Sluppen (R
Kjeldsberg/RK) utilises a central cloud for all building and asset data, which are accessed by
ABB OPTIMAX® through an API. Arrows are two-headed, indicating that ABB OPTIMAX®

needs to both read data from and write commands to the assets via the BMS’s.
See also text and figures 3.4 and 3.5 in section 3.5 for detailed description of the full system
overview and connection between assets, buildings, ABB OPTIMAX®, and LFM.
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● Requirements for an asset to be part of a dPEB:
○ It either has to consume, produce, accumulate or convert energy, and be

connected to the electrical or district heating grid
○ Must have controllable energy usage, i.e. it must be possible to extend,

shorten, limit, increase or shift its energy usage by direct or indirect
administration through smart control

○ Be accessible to outsiders for smart control, either through a local network
or the internet, or be possible to interact with through a wired interface.

○ The asset owner must grant the market operator access to control the asset
within certain agreed upon boundaries

● Recommendations for assets included in a dPEB:
○ High power consumption, as this will yield a high flexibility return
○ The utility and nature of the asset should not be too heavily burdened by the

control, or shifting, of its energy usage
○ Local control schemes with fall back mechanisms, in case of loss of

communications

3.3 Installation and configuration of assets and buildings
The following step for deploying the +CityxChange dPEB system architecture is the concrete
system set-up and actual physical installation of distributed energy resources, and the
configurations of the assets. In addition to fulfilling the asset requirements detailed in
section 3.2, it is important that the dPEB in total is energy positive, meaning that it
provides/produces more energy than it consumes within the district, in line with the dPEB
definition (see section 1.2 for definition). The configuration and interconnection of
distributed energy resources will provide smart usage of energy through their local market
integration.

The +CityxChange dPEB comprises assets that are already installed (including “existing
RES”), and some that are installed for the purpose of this project - “project related
interventions”. The common identifier for all assets is that they are all set up with a
connection to the dPEB and the local energy and flexibility markets..

3.3.1 Installations
The varied assets interfaced in +CityxChange include RES (solar panels), storage (BESS) and
a variety of loads (heat pumps, V2G chargers, EV chargers, BMSs, and more).
RES is installed to facilitate local renewable energy production and assist in making the
dPEBs energy positive. Storage provides a great deal of flexibility as it can act as a
consumer – while storing excess energy – and a producer – by providing energy. In short,
the battery can remedy the dPEB in nearly all possible short-term scenarios – all depending
on how opportunistic and aggressive its controlling is managed. The loads (assets and
buildings) are elementary, they strictly consume energy. Their consumption can, however,
be extended, shortened, limited, increased or shifted as described in section 3.2.
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The configuration and control of assets and buildings, through an existing control system,
creates risks for the operators of the assets and buildings. This is caused by issues or
problems that might occur with the operation, due to communications loss or conflicting
control signals. Three main mitigating actions have been implemented: Collaborational
agreements, thresholds of control, and refusal of setpoints, and communications
watchdogs

● Collaborational agreements have been signed with each asset owner to ensure that
assets are operated as promised and agreed in the agreement (see also section
3.3.2)

● Thresholds for control allows for an agreed upon operational area within limits
agreed with the asset owner. E.g. a battery storage (BESS) should never have a State
of Charge (SoC) below 15% or above 85%, as this might damage the BESS. An
example of refusal of command might be in room controllers in a building, where it
is agreed that the temperature should stay within the range of 20-24 °C, so as not to
cause discomfort to the users. A setpoint of 19 °C would be refused and ignored by
the system.

● Communications watchdogs are basic software snippets that monitor the
communications between the DERMS and the asset. If the communications are
broken, the asset control system will default to a preset operating mode that is safe,
and well within the agreed upon thresholds for control. Let's say that
communications are lost while a BESS is discharging. Since the discharging cycle has
already been initiated, the battery would be drained all the way down to a 0% SoC if
no actions were performed. But in this case the watchdog would immediately detect
that the communications are broken and initiate default mode in the battery, which
is standby (no charging or discharging), and the battery would not in any case go
below 15% SoC, which is the threshold.

This does not apply to RES as there will be no efforts to restrict local renewable energy
consumption except in emergency situations. More details on varied system configurations
are given in section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Formal requirements for configuration of assets and buildings
Given the exploratory nature of this development and pilot project, it was essential to agree
upon a certain set of formal requirements for interaction with assets and buildings that are
integrated and included in the dPEB. The requirements were to legally define liability for
damages, warranties, confidentiality, intellectual property rights and what happens in the
unlikely case where someone has to withdraw from the project. The agreement also grants
access to the data that the assets and buildings generate, which are formally owned by the
asset or building owner.

Some of the asset and building owners, like R. Kjeldsberg, are project partners that have
signed the project’s Grant Agreement (GA), and it was established that the GA formalises
the aforementioned relations and requirements sufficiently, eliminating the obligation to
sign a second agreement.
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Other asset and building owners, such as Brattøra building owner Entra, which have not
signed the GA or any other formal agreement regarding access and use of assets and
building control systems, had to sign a collaboration agreement for each legal entity taking
part in the project. See section 3.1.2 for further details on governance and legal questions.

3.3.3 Asset and building configuration
The assets and buildings are configured and connected to the market in a two-step
process, where the first step is to establish communications with the asset or building. This
step includes testing read and write functionality from and to the assets and buildings. The
second step involves creating control schemes and strategies for each of the assets and
buildings that are connected to the market.

The varied selection of integrated assets necessitates a number of approaches and
different types or means of system integrations. Assets with state-of-the-art technology are
usually interfaced using REST APIs. Some modern/new/newer assets use protocols and
communication standards designed for interacting with other third-party systems, and as
such making them easy to interface and integrate into the dPEB. Other assets, typically the
older ones, utilise other protocols and communication standards that require more manual
configuration and rigorous testing. The specific method for asset integration needs to be
decided for each individual asset and case. Common for all assets is that they are all
connected to ABB OPTIMAX® through a network, where some are connected directly and
others indirectly through a protocol converter. A protocol converter is a small DIN-rail
mounted, off the shelf industrial PC with built-in 4G-communications, that has ethernet
ports for modern interfaces, and RS-232 and RS-485 for interfacing assets that are older
and of a more proprietary nature.

The diverse nature of the assets, ranging from EV chargers to BMSs, requests different
ways of configuring the assets’ and buildings’ control schemes and strategies, as described
in D2.3 - Report on the Flexibility Market . Some assets are flexible, others are inflexible and64

yet others are hybrids. Three examples to illustrate the different kinds of assets and
buildings:

- A BESS is a typical flexible asset. Its energy consumption (charging) can be
controlled without any factors interrupting control

- Non-flexible assets (e.g. PV) will not be controlled in any way so as not to restrict
local renewable energy production

- A hybrid might be the bridge Sjøgangen at Brattøra with electric snow melting (heat
cables). It is operated under strict guidelines stating that the bridge shall be free
from ice and snow at all times. The guidelines are not debatable, but some flexibility
could be introduced by initiating a pre-heating of the bridge prior to a snowfall. This
would melt the snow upon impact, instead of melting it after it has settled on the
ground.

64 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-the-flexibility-market/
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3.3.4 Cyber security
Throughout the project’s installations and configurations, an important aspect to take into
measure has been cyber security. By operating in a cloud environment, and connecting
assets and buildings to a market situated in the cloud, one is increasing the risk for any
attacks or potential threats. There is always a risk, without exception, when connecting
things to the internet, and all things connected to the internet are potential targets. That is
a risk one has to be aware of, accept and do whatever possible to mitigate. That’s not to say
that an air gap would eliminate all potential threats or risk, but it would without a doubt65

minimise them. Isolating the market, assets and buildings in a private network would lower
the risk and consequences of potential attacks, but it would also make it more difficult to
communicate within the dPEB across networks, buildings and geographical placement. It is
less likely that a dPEB framework based on air gapped networks would have been used in
reproductions outside the project, since it will require substantial investments and
configurations for an entire dPEB.
Cloud connected assets and buildings are therefore required in a dPEB, and risk mitigating
actions must accordingly be established and implemented. Some actions implemented are
encrypted communication such as APIs with authentication using private usernames and
passwords, and/or bearer tokens, and VPN tunnels for communications, and individual and
private usernames and passwords for all system users. Further hardening efforts include
local override or refusal of suggested setpoints, in case someone is trying to write a
setpoint outside the agreed upon operational area, as mentioned in section 3.3.1. The
involved partners follow their own internal guidelines and best practices on this topic, and
these issues were considered and discussed during both the development and the early
deployment phase.

3.4 Prerequisites for energy and flexibility trading, access to
market
The setup of the +CityxChange dPEB system architecture and full system consists of
installation of new RES (solar, heat pump, etc.), and smart control systems (BMS, DERMS,
etc.). The smart control system installed in the +CityxChange dPEB is crucial for the
connection between the buildings/assets and the energy and flexibility market. The market
will connect the building owners and system operators. dPEB and the +CityxChange system
architecture is essential for energy and flexibility trading; to enable energy trading, to trade
energy between buildings, and maybe even between energy blocks . The following section66

will focus on the system architecture of the LHC Trondheim dPEB solutions.

3.4.1 System operator roles
The system operators (TSO and DSO) possess the responsibility for ensuring reliable power
supply and security of supply to all end-users, in addition to ensuring balancing/local

66 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-3-campus-microgrid-model-prototype/

65 An air gap is a cyber security term for physically isolating a network, meaning it has no connection
to other networks, nor the internet.
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balancing of the grid. These responsibilities are one of the biggest topics and challenges
that need to be worked on and worked out before the creation and set-up of a dPEB.

Some main responsibilities for a DSO in a +CityxChange dPEB. More uncertainty and in fact
challenges due to introduction of more renewables, storage will emerge, and may cause
more issues for the DSO :67

● Peak load management through DERMS
● Network congestion management
● Provide reactive power support to TSO
● Procure voltage support
● Technical validation for the power market

From a system operator view, a dPEB is an area with substantial DERMS, local production,
energy demand, and storage assets. The increase of system and asset management
through DERMS will increase the complexity of the system, and the electricity needs can
change a lot from the “usual” operation and production schedules. Thus, it is fair to assume
that a dPEB will be met with scepticism by the system operators.

Within +CityxChange the system operator roles will be extended within a dPEB with a new
system operator called CSO (Community System Operator) . By having a local system68

operator (CSO) reporting to the DSO, the DSO responsibilities can still be provided, but will
partly and for some important roles and responsibilities be transferred from the DSO to the
CSO. Additionally, a dPEB of +CityxChange will include a lot of smart control assets with
demand response.

The main role of the system operator in a +CityxChange dPEB is to provide/collect enough
information from the dPEB in order to understand the electrical need with the dPEB at all
times, and additionally provide services to the system operators regarding voltage support,
peak load management, reactive power support, etc.

In the +CityxChange project in Trondheim the LMO (Local Market Owner) - in this case
Trønderenergi - will take over a number of DSO responsibilities and tasks; in order to have
a fully functional LFM.

3.4.2 Building owners’ role
The building owners are crucial in dPEB projects, and need to be involved from the very
beginning of the project planning phase. This is indifferent to what type of building, whether
private houses, commercial, industry, etc. LHC Trondheim is basing its dPEBs mainly on
commercial buildings, although at Sluppen we are also including a privately owned
apartment building and a municipally owned health care centre.

68 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/report-on-the-flexibility-market/

67

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2020/Jul/IRENA_System_Operation_Co
llection_2020.pdf
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Since TK is the project lead for +CityxChange in Trondheim and also owning and operating
the health care centre, this part of the collaboration does not require any written
agreement or contract. TK is very eager to learn and gain competence on RES projects, and
they use the health care centre and the +CityxChange project as a learning arena for future
measures and projects.

At both Brattøra and Sluppen there is one private real-estate owning all dPEB buildings
within each dPEB, which of course makes it a lot easier in terms of agreements,
coordination and project management, and time spent for integration of RES and digital
solutions.
The real-estate companies are, however, different in their connection to the +CityxChange
project. R. Kjeldsberg at Sluppen is an official beneficiary and partner in the +CityxChange
project that was onboarded early in the project development phase, and has as such
signed both the EU Grant Agreement and the +CityxChange Consortium Agreement. Entra
Property, owning the 3 dPEB buildings at Brattøra is not an official +CityxChange partner.
Their affiliation is associated partner, and is connected to the +CityxChange project through
an agreement. Entra is, however, an official partner in the Brattøra Microgrid project (a
Norwegian ENOVA-funded project also working on the Brattøra area - see also section 6),69

and has as such a natural, concrete, and strong relationship with TK and TE as project
partners there, which connects it to +CityxChange.

All building owners except the health care centre were engaged at an early stage of the
project planning and preparation. Building owner roles and responsibilities in the
+CityxChange project:

● Tech support and sparring partner for selection of dPEB buildings, and strongly
contributing to building and asset performance analyses and data. Insights into
building BMS and other systems crucial for defining and setting up the dPEB
including KPI calculations

● Responsible for energy efficiency measures
● Responsible for RES investments and RES operation
● Crucial coworking partner during the dPEB operational phase involving tech

support, and follow-up of interventions

3.5 dPEB and the energy trading platform
The +CityxChange dPEBs at Sluppen and Brattøra are also connected to the +CxC Local
Flexibility Market (LFM). The connection will enable Sluppen and Brattøra to trade local
energy between end-users. Additionally, the market can also provide services for flexibility
and sector coupling for the DSO. In the two areas, building owners will be rewarded for
buying and selling energy between each other, and to provide services for the DSO. In this
section the main purpose is to describe the connection between the +CxC dPEB and the
trading platform.

69 www.enova.no
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the integration of an asset, building, battery, or any other load, into the
market. Step 1 illustrates the loads’ connection to ABB OPTIMAX®(DERMS), which
exemplifies the fundamental network connection of the loads, detailed earlier in this
chapter. The second step highlights the connection to the shared project database which
makes data available to project partners. Step 3 illustrates that TrønderEnergi gathers
whatever data it needs from the project database in order to produce predictions and
optimise the local dPEB, resulting in bids to the marketplace. Step 4 details that
TrønderEnergi’s bids are sent to the marketplace for continuous bid matching.

Figure 3.4 Asset/building integration and communication to market. Credit: TrønderEnergi.

Once the bids have been matched in the marketplace they are returned to TrønderEnergi,
as shown in step 1 in figure 3.5. TrønderEnergi register the matched bids and generate
setpoints that are sent to the project database in step 2. Note that setpoints only will be
generated for matched bids belonging to loads (assets and buildings) with controllable
energy consumption, e.g. a battery or EV charger. This implies that setpoints will not be
sent to loads whose bids have not been matched in the Marketplace, nor for uncontrollable
loads, like PV. In the third step it is shown that ABB OPTIMAX® gathers the setpoints from
the shared Project Database and distributes them as control signals for the loads in step 4.
To ensure that the bid that was matched in the market is translated into a setpoint and
later is effectuated as agreed, a “receipt” is sent once the setpoint is implemented. The
“receipt” is important for settlement and optimization within the dPEB. It is a confirmation
stating what was effectuated, so that it can be compared to what was agreed. In step 6, ABB
OPTIMAX® forwards the receipt to the Project Database, to ensure that all partners are
informed.
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Figure 3.5 Asset/building integration and communication from market. Credit: TrønderEnergi.

The sequence diagram, read from top to bottom in figure 3.5 details the continuous
intraday trading and integration between project partners. The communication sequence is
initiated by ABB (DERMS), reading real-time asset data from assets and buildings. This data
is forwarded to the shared Project Database, where it, in turn, is read by TrønderEnergi (TE).
TE uses this data to optimise the energy flow within the dPEB and predict energy
production and demand for each asset or/and building. Based on the prediction and
calculated optimum, TE generates bids that can be offered to buy or sell energy and
flexibility in the local energy market. The bids are continuously (every 15 minutes) matched
in the marketplace operated by Volue. The matched bids are sent back to TrønderEnergi,
who generates setpoints for the assets and buildings who had their bids accepted
(matched) in the market. The setpoints are sent from TE, through ABB’s DERMS, to the
assets and building that effectuate – puts into action – the setpoints locally. To ensure that
the agreed upon amount of energy is consumed or produced, depending on the type of
asset or building that is in question, the actual dispatch is monitored. A receipt is also
generated shortly after the setpoint is received to instantly verify that the setpoint is, or will
be, effectuated. The importance of the receipt must not be ignored, as this validates that
the setpoint is received and that there is no loss of communication.
Some assets and buildings have long latency, and the receipt also remedies by shortening
the response time .70

70 This will be elaborated on and detailed in the upcoming (December 2022) D5.6 - +Trondheim
Flexibility Market Deployment Report.
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Figure 3.6 Sequence diagram for continuous intraday trading. Credit: ABB.
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4 NTNU - Campus Gløshaugen
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) Campus Gløshaugen is one of the
+CityxChange project’s dPEBs demo areas in Trondheim. It was the first demonstration area
where +CityxChange implemented smart control in buildings, and +CityxChange and its
partners used this as a testbed and learning arena for ABB OPTIMAX® integration and
operation. In fact, experiences and outcomes from this case were essential for developing
the following dPEBs of Brattøra and Sluppen and the set-up and implementation of the LFM
at Brattøra and Sluppen. Two buildings, Geologibygget and Norges Hydrotekniske
Laboratorium (NHL), were selected for the installation of the smart control system and
solutions. Additionally, one investigated the economic impact of smart charging EVs and
dPEB trading and the microgrid stability in the area.

In this chapter, the focus will be on the integration of smart control in a building at NTNU,
Geologibygget, from the choice of the asset to the connection of ABB OPTIMAX® to the
existing control system through API, and in the end, an overview of the system design and
how the building was controlled. The full case is described in D5.3: Campus Microgrid Model
Prototype (Guldbrandsøy et al., 2021).

4.1 NTNU Gløshaugen
NTNU Gløshaugen is located in Trondheim between Brattøra and Sluppen. The university
consists of around 40 buildings and has a district heating demand of 20 GWh/year, a
maximum peak of about 15 MW, and an electricity demand of approximately 61 GWh/year
(max. hourly peak around 10.7 MW). Apart from having a large consumption, the university
has few areas to install production assets.

Figure 4.1 Overview picture of NTNU Campus Gløshaugen. Photo: NTNU
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4.2 Integration of smart control in building at NTNU
As mentioned, one of the main objectives for the NTNU Campus Gløshaugen case was to
gain experience in implementing smart control in buildings. It was essential to investigate
and develop the integration process to achieve this. At Campus Gløshaugen the two
buildings Geologibygget and NHL were chosen, utilising similar approaches and
methodology for both buildings. In the prevailing section, the work with the Geologi building
is presented. The integration can be divided into three stages i) Investigating assets ii)
Integration of ABB SiteEMS OPTIMAX (DERMS) iii) Smart control and system design.

Figure 4.2 The Geologi building at NTNU Gløshaugen. Photo: NTNU

The Geologi building was built in 1960 and consists of offices, lecture rooms, and study
rooms. This building was selected because it is one of the few buildings at NTNU which
does not have a heat pump for heating, which results in high electricity demand and peaks.

4.2.1 Potential assets to smart control

The first stage of the process was planning and investigating the building to find the
essential energy assets for smart control. This progress was divided into two actions i)
physical investigation of the building, and ii) talking to the owner or/and operator of the
Geologi building. The investigation results provided several relevant components in the
Geologi building. The next stage was the selection of assets. The prioritisation of selecting
assets was mainly based on the size (capacity kW), the potential of reducing/increasing the
load (flexibility potential), and how easy it could be connected to remote control from the
smart algorithms, see table 4.1. Based on these criteria, the heating panel in ventilation 1
was selected. The selection process at NTNU is described in +CityxChange report D5.3 -
Campus Microgrid Model Prototype .71

71 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-3-campus-microgrid-model-prototype/
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Table 4.1 Relevant assets in the Geologi building. Level of flexibility potential and smart control:
red – low, yellow – medium and green – high. The asset in bold text is the chosen asset. Source:
Guldbrandsøy et al., 2021

4.2.2 Integration of ABB SiteEMS OPTIMAX® and system design
The second stage in progress was the integration of ABB OPTIMAX®. ABB OPTIMAX® is
essential for the remote control of assets in the Geologi building. Through ABB OPTIMAX®,
one enabled the connection between the existing control system in the building and the
smart control algorithms from +CityxChange. ABB OPTIMAX® could read and write data to
the control system. By reading data, +CityxChange could collect and store data about the
asset and building in order to develop the smart control algorithms. The writing enabled
the smart control algorithms actually to control the asset.

The development of smart control algorithms and results from operating the ventilation
system is described in D5.3: Campus Microgrid Model Prototype (Guldbrandsøy et al., 2021).

Figure 4.3 shows the system design of the smart control at the Geologi building. In the
figure, the green arrows indicate how ABB OPTIMAX® reads data from the building and
assets through the existing control system. After that, the data are sent to a database and
the smart control algorithms. At the same time, ABB OPTIMAX® receives a control signal
from the algorithms, which goes through a security check before being sent and written
into the existing control system and controlled by +CityxChange.
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Figure 4.3 Illustration of the system design at Geologi and NHL. Source: Guldbrandsøy et al., 2021

By operating the heat panel in the ventilation system in the Geologi building (one week)
through the rolling horizon model in figure 4.3, the operation cost was reduced by 2% of
the total energy heat panel cost. The NHL building was not possible to manage/operate, but
a simulation using the rolling horizon model for the operation of the heat tank showed a
reduction in total costs including peak energy (monthly peak costs and day-ahead prices)
and operational costs of 8 % during 10 days when introducing a heat tank.
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5 Sluppen dPEB implementation
This section describes and documents the implementation of the +Trondheim distributed
Positive Energy Block of the Sluppen dPEB and demonstration area including the following
elements: Building details including building use/types, smart/digitised energy efficiency
measure, installation and tailoring of system and asset level integration system (ABB
OPTIMAX®), battery storage, PV, heat pumps and use of other, distributed thermal energy
sources including waste heat recovery, V2G integration with the dPEB and deployment and
local adaptation of the ETP and LFM at Sluppen - integral to enable an annual positive
energy balance. Special for the Sluppen case is extensive sector coupling thermal - electric
sector, with substituting the use of electricity with district (urban) heating; the urban heating
for this purpose is mainly waste heat from the district heating grid, and urban heating is
included through the implementation of a specific, project developed dynamic pricing
model for the district heating decoupled from the electricity spot price.
Note that the replication case at Tempe health care centre (owned by TK) is included in the
dPEB and dPEB calculations.

5.1 Introduction to the Sluppen area and the demo area
Sluppen is a vital intersection for traffic from the south into the centre of Trondheim, which
has made the area attractive for numerous businesses and industries. The Sluppen area is
also a huge and important urban transition area with a strong focus on sustainable urban
development, which will include residential area development over time. The demo area
has an area of 0.16 km², and the distribution of building use categories in the Sluppen
demo area: Commercial (48 %), offices (28 %), shopping and shopping centres (10 %),
transport/communications (5 %), residential (1 %), and other (8 %).
The dPEB buildings being part of the demo area are multi-use, ranging from offices, light
industry, a climbing park, food court, cultural space, apartments, and health and health care
centre. The energy demand of the area is large (4.35 GWh/yr), and all the buildings are
connected to the district heating grid.

Please refer to table 2.1 in section 2.1.1.1 for building details and basic energy
consumption and production data.
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Figure 5.1 The Sluppen area comprising the +CityxChange demonstration area and dPEB Sluppen. 500
meters to the northwest we find the remaining buildings Ola Frosts veg 1 and Tempe Health Care Centre
(Valøyvegen 12 / replication case). Photo: R Kjeldsberg.

Figure 5.2 Main set-up and topology for the energy supply system, and main PEB buildings and
interventions. Source: TrønderEnergi
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5.2 +CxC Sluppen key ingredients and innovations
In the development of +CxC dPEB Sluppen several innovations have been developed and
utilised through the key ingredients of the Sluppen dPEB.

To become a dPEB, Sluppen has through building owner and official partner R. Kjeldsberg
(RK) and +CityxChange installed solar panels to increase the electrical production, usage of
large heat pumps, EVs and batteries, a V2G charger, and sector coupling EL - thermal
sector.

Key ingredients:
● Solar PV
● Stationary battery storage
● Heat pumps
● Sector coupling
● Smart building control
● V2G
● LFM
● Virtual import of remote thermal energy from seawater heat pump at Brattøra

(Statkraft Varme / SV)
● Virtual import of PV electricity from a remote PV plant (outside the city, but within

the borders of the municipality); PV plant owned and operated by partner
Trønderenergi (TE).

The main innovation in order to obtain a dPEB at Sluppen, is the LFM and the Energy
Trading Platform and the full system and asset integration, and how the total, integrated
energy system within the system borders of the dPEB is coordinated.

5.3 Integration of Smart building controllers in buildings and
assets
The integration of the smart building controller (SBC) at Sluppen is one of the essential
enablers for the innovations (section 4.3) of LFM, sector coupling and V2G. Therefore, the
SBC is installed in all the +CxC dPEB buildings and assets. ABB OPTIMAX®, collects, transacts
and stores data from assets, to enable the creation of control algorithms. In +CxC the
dPEBs enable the market to control and operate the assets, while ensuring secure and safe
operation for the assets and building owners.

At Sluppen we separate the integration into building integration and asset integration. The
difference is that a building integration often includes several assets, and one can choose
assets that we want to control, while asset integration is for assets outside a building and
usually towards one asset at the time, like the EVs and the battery storage(BESS).
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The buildings and assets within each building:
● Sluppenveien 11

○ Ventilation system - Flexible asset x1
○ Solar panels - Production asset x1

● Sluppenveien 13
○ Ventilation system - Flexible asset x2
○ Solar panels - Production asset x1

● Sluppenveien 17B
○ Thermal activated building system (TABS) - Flexible asset x1
○ Heat pump/District heating - Flexible asset x1
○ Ventilation system - Flexible asset x1

● Sluppenveien 19
○ Solar panel - Production asset x1

The individual assets:
● V2G ABB EV-charger - Flexible asset x1
● ZAPTEC EV-chargers - Flexible asset x4
● Nidec Battery - Flexible asset x1
● Heat pump (district heating SV) - Production asset x1

The goals of the smart system integration are to reduce and shift the energy consumption
and operation cost of the building/asset. Additionally, the possibility of a shift of demand
will be provided to the market platform where the smart control can be used for interested
parties through the Local Flexibility Market (LFM).

Figure 5.3 Terra Nova 11 J, ABB Prototype V2G DC EV-charger at Sluppen. Photo: ABB.
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5.3.1 Building integration
This section will present the building smart system integration at the Sluppen buildings
(Sluppenveien 11, 13, 17B and 19, Ola Frosts veg 1, and the replication case Valøyvegen 12);
first hand the requirements for installing SBC and the technical progress, then more
specifically, how each asset is integrated and how it operates.

5.3.1.1 Sluppenveien 11 and 13
Sluppenveien 11 and 13 are old buildings with initially local and outdated BMS. In order to
integrate the assets in the building to be able to smartly operate them, it was necessary to
invest and upgrade to an API accessible BMS (section 5.4.1.1). The investment cost of the
upgraded BMS system at Sluppenveien 11 and 13 was pretty low, and this investment both
contributed to substantial increase in energy efficiency and making the buildings able to be
part of the LFM at Sluppen.

Figure 5.4 Sluppenvegen 11 and 13 (attached buildings). Photo: Google Street View.

The second step was to connect the BMS system of Sluppenveien 11 and 13 to ABB
OPTIMAX®. ABB OPTIMAX® is connected in order to allow control of assets in the building
remotely, and the connection allows the smart control algorithms to receive data from the
building, and finally send signals back to the BMS system and the chosen assets. Data
collection from Sluppenveien 13 is shown in figure 5.5.

In the end, ABB OPTIMAX® was provided with the name tags for different parameters of the
asset, and control point. At Sluppenveien 13, the smart building control is integrating two
ventilation systems.
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Figure 5.5  Data collected from Sluppenvegen 13 - VE09-system (ABB OPTIMAX®, 2021)

5.3.1.2 Sluppenveien 17B

Sluppenveien 17B – Stålgården is a newer
and modern building than Sluppenvegen
11 and 13, and has an API enabled
control system. This meant that ABB
could connect the building’s assets
directly to ABB OPTIMAX®.

At Sluppenveien 17 the assets are a
ventilation system, one TABS system
(Thermal activated building system  - floor
heating), rooftop PV, and one heat pump.
The extensive sector coupling is done in
this building, with active management of
the heat pump and district heating, and
using the TABS system for thermal
storage and active use of thermal
flexibility.

5.3.1.3 Sluppenveien 19

Sluppenveien 19 – Lysgården is a new
building from 2019 (BREEAM-NOR
Excellent), and has a control system with
API. The asset integrated in this building is
the rooftop PV rig. This solar PV system
has its own API system, and was readily
integrated onto ABB OPTIMAX® .
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5.3.1.4 Ola Frosts veg 1
The apartment building Ola Frosts veg 1 is a two-storey apartment building with 54

apartments and approximately
200 people living there. The
building exhibits a heat pump
system also connected to a larger
hot water tank. PV and additional
measures will be performed after
the submission of the prevailing
report. The building will be
integrated at a later stage due to
delayed decisions on what to
integrate and how.
The FourC waste heat recovery

system for heating water (section 5.4.3.2) is an important intervention performed within this
building.

5.3.1.5 Tempe Health Care Centre (Valøyvegen 12)
Tempe Health Care Centre
(Valøyvegen 12) owned and
operated by Trondheim
Municipality is a +CityxChange
replication case, although to be
incorporated in dPEB Sluppen.
The building also houses a TK
physiotherapy department. The
rooftop PV system is under
installation, and will come into
operation during November 2022.
TK has decided to install PV in
excess of self consumption needs,
in order to be able to have the

building as part of the Sluppen LFM. Since this is a replication case and outside the
committed scope of +CityxChange, the asset integrations and system integration plus
inclusion in the Sluppen LFM of this building will be commercial cases funded through TK
investment money. The plan is to complete this before Christmas 2022. The building has a
rather modern BMS, and probably both PV and the heat pump will be integrated into ABB
OPTIMAX®.
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5.4 Sluppen measures

5.4.1 Energy efficiency measures
Energy efficiency measures have been identified for dPEB Sluppen by energy audits
performed by ARUP (Lanceta and Calderon, 2020) and Trondheim Kommune (Ness et al.,
2021) as part of the +CityxChange project. The most cost efficient and easily applicable
measures are connected to the smart control of heating and ventilation, in addition to
improved energy control through installation of energy meters and integration in Building
Management System (BMS) and Energy Management System (EMS).

Trondheim Kommune (Ness et al., 2021) estimated the total energy reduction through
installation of a new BMS system in addition to improved energy control to potentially
reduce the yearly energy consumption by up to 140 310 kWh/yr for the buildings
Sluppenvegen 11 and 13.

ARUP estimated the total energy reduction through fine tuning of the Thermally Active
Building System (TABS) to reduce the yearly energy consumption by 11 053 kWh/yr.
TABS can cover both cooling and heating needs in an efficient way. Such systems have
waterborne loops in roof areas (between floors) with exposed concrete, and the heat can
be low-temperature.

In order to reduce the total annual energy consumption of Sluppenvegen 11, 13 and 17B
by 151 363 kWh through the implementation of the energy efficiency measures proposed
by Trondheim Kommune and ARUP, installation of both hardware and software was
performed. The following paragraphs summarises the performed installations.

An important feature of the energy efficiency measures at Sluppenvegen 11, 13, and 17B, is
that the measures are all management and ICT measures, not deep retrofit ones. This
means measures with high impact, high benefit/cost ratio, and measures that may be
depreciated within a relatively short time scale (3-5 years). With an average electricity cost
of €0.12/kWh this means that the measures being performed for these 3 buildings have a
simple payback time of 4.4 years.

5.4.1.1 Sluppenvegen 11 and 13

Prior to efficiency measures Sluppenvegen 11 and 13 had an outdated BMS-system. In
order to implement new “state-of-the-art” BMS-functionality, a new BMS-system and
software was installed. The chosen system was a web based platform using non-proprietary
software delivered by Piscada.
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Figure 5.6 Data collection from Sluppenvegen 19 - PV-system (ABB OPTIMAX®, 2021)

When the new BMS-system had been installed, ventilation and heating systems, both new
and old ones, were integrated into the new BMS-system. In addition, energy meters were
installed and integrated with both the BMS-system and the EMS-system. Both were
installed in order to register and report on energy usage and to be able to implement
smart energy control functions. The existing EMS-system integrates the desired
functionality. The new system exhibits, among other things, the following functionalities.
⦁ Load control of AHU units and heating devices based on weather forecast
⦁ Possible integration with ABB OPTIMAX®

⦁ Possible integration with the Local Flexibility Market Platform

5.4.1.2 Sluppenvegen 17B

Lanceta and Calderon (2020) identified the possible reduction of heating and cooling
energy consumption through optimization of the TABS system at Sluppenvegen 17B. By
programming new functionality into the existing BMS system, the total heating and cooling
demand, in addition to energy consumed by pumps and fans, are being reduced.

5.4.2 PV and stationary battery storage
Although solar panels have a high energy efficiency coefficient at Trondheim latitudes,
winter darkness strongly reduces winter PV production in general.

The Sluppen dPEB comprises 5 PV rigs (see table 5.1 below for individual, annual
production): Sluppenvegen 11, Sluppenvegen 17B, Sluppenvegen 19, Valøyvegen 12, and a
remote plant at a brownfield at Byneset, 15 km away from Sluppen.
Monthly, calculated production summarised over all 5 rigs are shown below.
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Figure 5.7 Production profiles per month for the 5 Sluppen PEB PV rigs (excluding PV at Ola Frosts veg 1,
where no production profile data are available. Total annual production: 547,234 kWh.

The PV production is based on a total of 6 rigs: Sluppenvegen 11, Sluppenvegen 17B,
Sluppenvegen 19, Ola Frosts veg 1, Valøyvegen 12 (Tempe health care centre), and the
remote plant at Byneset where the total production is allocated for use at the Sluppen
dPEB.

Table 5.1 PV rigs, total annual production, and max capacity per rig at Sluppen.

Rig/Plant Annual production
(kWh/yr)

kWp

Sluppenvegen 11 150,075 207

Sluppenvegen 17B 75,256 97.2

Sluppenvegen 19 120,950 169

Ola Frosts veg 1 57,548 85

Valøyvegen 12 120,000 140

Remote plant 84,000 84

SUM production/kWp: 599,829 782,2

All PV production in the dPEB is project related measures/installations, with investments
covered 100% by the building owners (PV investment costs are not covered by the EU).
Four out of 6 rigs are bought, the rigs at Sluppenvegen 11 and 17B are leasing (ESCO)
schemes.

All PV rigs are integrated into the ABB OPTIMAX® system as both production inputs and
thus direct contributors to the dPEB and as production assets/actors in the Sluppen LFM
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via the TE LFM. An example of the data collection for Sluppenveien 19 is shown in figure
5.6. The production from the remote plant at Byneset is included virtually, through
registering the actual production at 1 hour resolution.
The PV rig installations at Sluppenvegen 11 and 17B have been heavily delayed due to
technical and legal (agreement) challenges and Covid related delivery issues, and are being
installed these days.
The PV installation at Ola Frosts veg 1 is not yet installed due to similar causes.
However, all basic systems including asset/system integration, energy trading solution
(platform/ETP), and the LFM are set up and operating, for easy inclusion when ready.

The battery storage at Sluppen is a 540 kWh/500 kW PowiDian/Nideq with LG Chem Li-ion
technology (20 feet container). The storage capacity (540 kWh) was decided based on the
total annual PV production at Sluppen and the monthly production calculations of each
facility (Sluppenvegen 11, 17B, and 19) and the remote PV plant. With high investment costs
for battery storages, it is important to be highly precise on the storage capacity needs. A
high capacity (500 kW) and high effect transfer at high time resolution is important for the
Sluppen and Brattøra cases, since the battery storages are not only buffering surplus PV
production, but also being able to ensure flexibility trades at high time resolution (15
minutes), as a high degree of local, end user flexibility is highly important for obtaining a
positive dPEB balance.

Figure 5.8 The Nidec 540 kWh/500 kW battery storage at dPEB Sluppen.

5.4.3 Heat pumps and waste heat recovery

5.4.3.1 Heat pumps

Several heat pumps were already in place and operating (“existing RES”) at the start of the
project, while additional heat pumps have been installed and set into operation as project
initiated RES.
The heat pumps for the Sluppen case - existing and project initiated with their net
production is summarised below.
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Table 5.2 Heat pumps in the Sluppen dPEB case. Existing (pre-project) and project initiated heat pumps
(green) are indicated with their sum contributions to the dPEB balance. Valøyvegen 12 is the TK owned
Tempe health care centre (replication case).

Building Net production
(kWh/yr)

SUM production
(kWh/yr)

% new heat pump
production

Sluppenvegen 11/13 50,000
468,480

171

Sluppenvegen 17B 268,480

Ola Frosts veg 1 50,000

Valøyvegen 12 100,000

Sluppenvegen 19 400,000
800,000

Remote plant
Seawater HP

400,000

SUM production: 1,468,480

The seawater heat pump is located at Clarion Hotel & Congress at Brattøra - right outside
the dPEB Brattøra system borders, with a capacity of 1230 kW (heating output). The heat
pump is owned and operated by the district heating grid operator Statkraft Varme (SV), and
serves the hotel with distributed thermal energy. SV has allocated 400,000 kWh of this
production on an annual basis as virtual input/contributions to the Sluppen dPEB.

Figure 5.9 System description of the SV Brattøra seawater heat pump system.

Heat produced by the heat pump at Brattøra will be measured indirectly by measuring the
heat supplied to the hotel. The energy metering there is connected to Statkrafts system
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and is available through a cloud solution. Heat used by the buildings at dPEB Sluppen is
measured with energy meters at each building connected to the district heating system.
Annual calculations of surplus heat delivered from dPEB Sluppen will be calculated as the
difference between measured annual production from the heat pump at Brattøra and the
annual sum consumed by the connected buildings at dPEB Sluppen. The allocated capacity
from the Brattøra seawater heat pump system will be included in the local market and
contribute to the dPEB balance at Sluppen, with a capacity and price strategy, and this RES
contributor will work in the same way is if the system was located within the system borders
of the Sluppen dPEB.

It must also be noted that SV has a variety of excess heat sources across the city that
deliver thermal energy to the district heating system/grid, sources that are directly
(physically) connected with the local district heating grid for the Sluppen dPEB buildings. SV
has allocated 200 kW of this capacity to the Sluppen dPEB, with an annual total contribution
potential of 1.7 GWh.

5.4.3.2 Waste heat recovery

FourC AS is setting up a computing demonstration that recycles practically 100% of the
energy used by the computing resources. The heat from the computing resources is used
to heat water for residential buildings at Ole Frost vei 1 (dPEB building) and 2 in the Tempe
area in Trondheim.

All energy used by computers is in the end transformed to heat. Computing and,
consequently, heat generation from data centres is a major contributor to the use of
electricity and to CO2 emissions. claims that 2% of the world’s electricity, as well as 2% of72

the world’s CO2 emissions is due to data centres.

Usually, the waste heat from data centres has been a problematic and costly issue to
handle:

1) Firstly; because computers can not work reliably in too hot environments; therefore
an expensive cooling infrastructure is needed, adding even more energy usage (and
CO2 emissions) to the complete installation.

2) Secondly, because of environmental and financial concerns relating to just releasing
the generated, valuable heat into the surroundings.

The installation at Tempe solves both these issues in ingenious ways:
1) No cooling infrastructure is needed since the computing devices directly produce

hot water with an efficiency of 90 - 96 %. Hence, the computers’ air surroundings
are just heated by 4 - 10 % of the total power consumed by the devices. Therefore,
there is no need for an air cooling infrastructure since the small contribution to
heated air by the installation is apprehended by the room and the surrounding
environment, and is part of the necessary basement heating of the installation area
in the building.

72

https://thenextweb.com/news/data-centers-generate-the-same-amount-of-carbon-emissions-as-glo
bal-airlines
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2) No energy is “lost” or released to places where it is not needed; the hot water
generated by the computing devices is fully injected into the hot water production
facilities for the apartments of the buildings, reducing the need for a similar
contribution of energy for heating from the grid or by other means.

The installation runs the data centre cooled by a closed loop with pure water. The flow is
adjusted to comply with the continuous need for computer cooling, i.e. to keep the
computers’ temperatures within their optimal temperature for computational tasks. The
loop transfers the heat to the primary part of the energy pipeline using a heat exchanger. In
other words, the data centre’s waste heat acts as a pre-heating solution for the inflowing
water before the next levels of water heating takes over; the legacy heat pump. The final
step of the water heating process is the district heating system which increases the heat to
the levels necessary for domestic hot water.

Water tanks in between the various steps ensure that there is enough capacity to keep
water continuously flowing, which is necessary in order to achieve optimal revenue and
return of investment for the data centre solution.

Since the capacity of the data centre’s waste water recovery system is less than the total
need for water heating in the buildings, the system can run continuously 24/7 all year.

Figure 5.10 System sketch of the computer waste heat recovery at Ola frosts veg 1 and 2. Source: K Lund
Trondheim.

The total waste heat recovery by the solution is 63 MWh per year.
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The Norwegian company Green Edge Compute has set up a highly energy efficient data73

centre at Sluppenvegen 17A (original dPEB building and also formerly hosting a large data
centre). It is a serverpark especially designed for edge computing, and based on the newest
technology liquid cooling, also implying highly increased waste heat recovery potential and
significantly lower energy consumption than “standard” data centres .7475

The data centre was planned for inclusion in and integration with the Sluppen dPEB in an
early phase, but realisation was strongly hampered and delayed due to the Corona
pandemic. The serverpark is now finally in operation, and the +CityxChange project will
work for the waste heat from this data centre connected to a heat pump to be included in
the Sluppen dPEB when the serverpark is up at adequate “production”.

5.4.4 Sector coupling and substitution of electricity with urban heating
Sluppenveien 11, 13, 17B and 19, Valøyvegen 12, and Ola Frosts veg 1 are all connected to
the district heating grid, and have the potential of sector coupling (switch between heat
pumps fuelled on electricity and district heating). In this particular demo case at Sluppen it
has been possible, due to time constraints, only to include and control the heat pump at
Sluppenvegen 17B and demonstrate the sector coupling only there.

To enable sector coupling at Sluppenveien 17B, ABB needed to connect and collect more
data from the control system and integrate into ABB OPTIMAX®, and work together with
building owner RK (Kjeldsberg) in order to set up an additional control point that can shift
the heating source from the building heat pump to district heating.

The sector coupling is based on exchanging (closing down) the Sluppenvegen 17B heat
pump and substitute with district heating. In the future, such sector coupling should be
based on extensive system digitalisation and active management of the two
assets/resources on a high time resolution. The +CityxChange project has developed
technical and system solutions and has available technology/solutions within our core
partners in Trondheim in order to do so. However, available time and resources hindered
such a scheme. The Sluppen solution is also based on a brand new dynamic pricing model
for district heating, developed by partner SV. Important with this price model, is the
decoupling from the electricity spot price. District heating pricing in Norway is based on
monthly electricity spot prices , which also means that the current situation with soaring76

electricity prices also increases the district heating prices significantly. SV has developed a
price model based on outdoor temperature and prices varying according to certain
temperature intervals (figure 5.11). Note that the price model is related to a SV business
case, so concrete prices per temperature interval cannot be displayed.

76 https://www.statkraftvarme.no/kundeservice/priser/prismodell/
75 https://www.greenedgecompute.com/our-data-centers#trondheim
74 https://www.greenedgecompute.com/our-concept?hsLang=en
73 https://www.greenedgecompute.com/
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Figure 5.11 Dynamic price model for district heating based on outdoor temperature, decoupled from
electricity spot price.

According to this model, district heating prices increase with decreasing temperatures, and
a pretty high price at outdoor temperatures below minus 10. This is very much in line with
the fact that district heating production is dependent on either electricity and/or gas boilers
during winter time in order to cover the consumption needs. A high price below -10 is a
natural choice, in fact in order to have a dismissive effect on district heating use at low
temperatures, since the net impact of substitution will in fact be negative.

During summer time, the district heating price is low, giving a low net revenue stream for
the district heating operator. However, a low price and the fact that there is substantial
waste heat produced at the central district heating plant then (production > consumption),
provides sound and solid arguments to why exchange electricity with district heating during
this part of the year should be high/substantial. This is also and definitively based on
sustainability arguments, in fact incentivising the use of district heating grid waste heat.

A Bachelor thesis initiated by +CityxChange partner TE (Tancre, 2022) goes into details on
how sector coupling can and should be performed at Sluppenvegen 17B in order to
optimise on the different energy sources, and based on the new dynamic price model for
district heating by Statkraft Varme. Sluppenvegen 17B also contains a TABS (Thermally
Active Building/Concrete Structures - between floor layers of the building) system, with a
maximum capacity of 200 kW. Excess thermal production can be stored in the TABS system
for at least 24 hours without extensive energy losses. The TABS system will then function as
a building specific thermal flexibility source. The prevailing, new pricing model for district
heating interestingly enough proves to be more expensive during the winter months than
Summer time (April - October) - figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of old (electricity spot price based) and new (outdoor temperature based)
district heating price models.

Opposite to the zero hypothesis on shutting down heat pumps during winter times and use
district heating instead, the findings by Tancré (2022) shows that, at least at low electricity
price levels (< 10 Euro cents as in this case), the heat pump at Sluppenvegen 17B should be
shut down April - October and substituted with district heating. These findings and results
are due to the fact that the heat pump has a COP value of at least 3, and that district
heating prices in the new price model are pretty high during winter (low outdoor
temperatures). This scheme is now planned for operation at Sluppen/Sluppenvegen 17B.

Note: Substitution of electricity with district heating is not solely related to Sluppenvegen
17B. There will be more extensive substitution performed at dPEB Sluppen, accounting for
a positive dPEB contribution of 320,000 kWh/yr.

5.4.5 V2G and EV batteries
The Sluppen dPEB case includes at present one ABB Terra Nova 11 J, prototype V2G
charger (11 kW DC / CHAdeMO) connecting to a shared EV through Zipcar (Avis77

Budget Group car sharing brand); shown in figure 5.3. The EV is a Nissan Leaf with a
40 kWh battery package. In addition 4 additional shared EVs are connected to the
local grid and LFM through Zaptech 1-way smart chargers. The V2G charger is
directly integrated with the local dPEB and LFM via ABB OPTIMAX® (figure 5.13).
The main “product” coming from the EV battery will be capacity (kW) into the
Sluppen LFM. However, discharging of the EV battery is considered (calculations) to
contribute with 10,000 kWh/yr of electricity to the local dPEB. The main topic for the
EV battery integration in terms of a dPEB approach is mainly to demonstrate how

77 https://www.zipcar.no/
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EV batteries and EVs can be an integral part of local dPEBs, and contribute to peak
shaving.

Figure 5.13 Schematic view of the EV charger setup in the Trondheim EV sharing scheme w/V2G
integration and the connection to the energy resource management system (ABB OPTIMAX®) and the
energy market. Pulled from +CityxChange report D5.13 - +Trondheim eMaaS demonstration 78

5.4.6 Local Flexibility Market as an integral part of the Sluppen dPEB
The +CityxChange dPEB concept is a combination of RES and a solution for Local Energy
and Flexibility Markets and utilisation of local, user flexibility. A solution for trade of local
user flexibility is cheaper and more cost efficient than other, additional RES measures, as
long as you - as +CityxChange in Trondheim - have a legal acceptance from national energy
regulatory authorities to share/sell energy within a smaller area.

+CityxChange calculations show that the potential of increased energy utilisation from user
flexibility is approximately 20 % of the net energy demand (energy consumption minus
existing RES). A functioning LFM claims a specially designed energy trading solution, and full
system/asset integration, that will themselves be attributable to a 5/2.5 % impact
contribution to the dPEB. The LFM set-up and implementation will be described in full detail
in the upcoming (December 2022) D5.6 report.

The individual impacts and contributions to the Sluppen dPEB are shown in table 5.3.

78 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-13-trondheim-emaas-demonstration/
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Table 5.3 Contributions from asset integration, energy trading system/solution, and LFM to the Sluppen
dPEB. Impact (%) is in percent of net energy demand. Net energy demand for the dPEB Sluppen buildings
(consumption minus existing RES) is 2,850,300 kWh/yr. All numbers in kWh/yr.

Intervention Impact (%) Impact (kWh/yr)

System integration
ABB OPTIMAX®

2.5 71,258

Energy trading solution
VOLUE Energy Trading Platform

5 142,516

Local Flexibility Market
Trønderenergi LFM

20 570,066
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5.5 Final dPEB including energy balance
Table 5.4 Final dPEB Sluppen including stepwise and total dPEB balances. All numbers in kWh/yr. Slp=Sluppenvegen, OFV=Ola Frost Veg, VV=Valøyvegen.
Numbers in green cells refer to project (+CityxChange) initiated interventions.

Slp 11/13 Slp 17B Slp 19 OFV 1 VV 12 Area level Gap to PEB

Energy
consumption

EL consumption 566,454 924,111 758,731 277,777 696,559

Urban Heating consumption 368,943 104,759 95,177 190,288 367,500 4,350,299

Existing RES Urban heating 368,943 104,759 95,177 190,288 367,500

Heat pump 50,000 268,480 50,000 100,000 2,850,329

Project
interventions

Energy efficiency measures 140,310 11,053 45,000 47,000 2,606,966

Asset integration 71,258 2,535,708

Energy trading solution 142,516 2,393,191

LFM 570,066 1,823,126

V2G 10,000 1,813,126

EL -> Urban heating 320,000 1,493,126

Urban heating 95,177 1,397,949

Heat pump 400,000 997,949

Waste heat recovery serverpark Slp 17A 160,000 837,949

External seawater heat pump 400,000 437,949

Waste heat recovery OFV 1 87,600 350,349

PV 150,075 75,256 120,950 57,548 112,000 84,000 -249,480

Final gap to obtain PEB 366,379 580,375 237,781 82,629 596,559 -1,757,840
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6 Brattøra dPEB implementation
This section describes and documents the implementation of the +Trondheim distributed
Positive Energy Block of the Brattøra dPEB and demonstration area including the following
elements: Building details including building use/types, installation and tailoring of system
and asset level integration system (ABB OPTIMAX®), battery storage, PV, heat pumps, V2G
integration with the dPEB and deployment and local adaptation of the ETP and LFM at
Sluppen - integral to enable an annual positive energy balance.

Special for the Brattøra case is the strong integration with and significance of the
Norwegian large-scale demonstration project of Brattøra Microgrid (BMG) for the
implementation and realisation of +CityxChange dPEB and solutions there.
The funding scheme for BMG ensures investments for RES and solutions such as battery
storage also for the +CityxChange project at Brattøra, funding that was not possible
through the H2020 call for +CityxChange. BMG ensures in fact concrete implementation
and rollout of the +CityxChange solutions at Brattøra, it comprises the same 3 buildings as
dPEB Brattøra, and has a timeline fully aligned with the +CityxChange project. BMG also
comprises the core +CityxChange partners of Trønderenergi (TE) and TK, and not the least
property owner Entra, which also owns the Brattøra dPEB buildings and main parts of the
buildings for LFM at Brattøra. Entra is not an official beneficiary in +CityxChange, and the
BMG project provided funding for Entra, making it possible for them to also contribute to
the +CityxChange project. The BMG project also includes building entrepreneur and
consultant company Skanska as project lead, Trøndelag County administration, and bus
company Tide. The Brattøra case and BMG will also involve (not yet in place and operation)
integration of E-Bus charging (300 kW pantograph charger) adjacent to dPEB building
Brattørkaia 17A (Powerhouse); buses are operated by Tide. +CityxChange official partner
ABB is engaged by BMG through regional/county funding to integrate the E-Bus and E-Bus
charging in the BMG, and thus also in the +CityxChange case; and especially for integrating
E-Bus chargers as a flexibility customer in the Brattøra LFM.

Figure 6.1 System overview, Brattøra Microgrid (BMG) project.
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The goals for the BMG project:
● Establishment of a microgrid involving green energy producers and consumers
● Full local utilisation of the local RES production
● Efficient load/capacity management between the actors, focusing on peak shaving

and peak shifts
● Capacity reductions within the area in order to examine the potential of reduced

grid investments
● Testing of battery storage connected to the low voltage part of the distribution grid
● Testing of models for local electricity supply, load management, and flexibility and

capacity trade between the actors in tight collaboration with the +CityxChange
project

In addition the BMG and +CityxChange projects collaborates strongly on dissemination and
communication, the BMG also contributing with funding and person months for realising
the +CityxChange task/co-project Citizen Observatories (T5.3) .79

Three interventions performed at Sluppen are not being performed at Brattøra: Energy
efficiency measures, waste heat recovery, and sector coupling thermal - electricity.

Energy efficiency measures:
The 3 Brattøra dPEB buildings are from quite new to new (see Section 5.1), and no viable
energy efficiency measures - considering cost/benefit compared with C/B for new RES were
viable/applicable. dPEB building Powerhouse Brattøra (Brattørkaia 17A - BK17A) will over80

its lifespan have a specific energy consumption of -5 kWh/m2 Yr, and is with its BREEAM
Outstanding certification one of the most energy efficient buildings in Norway. Even for the
oldest building Brattørkaia 15 (BK15) (94 kWh/m2 Yr) there was not found viable efficiency
measures to be performed. After interventions, two buildings are energy positive. The post
intervention numbers do not include impacts of area level (demonstration area)
interventions.

Table 6.1 Specific energy consumption before and after project related interventions for the Brattøra PEB
buildings.

Specific energy consumption (kWh/m²)

Building Pre interventions Post interventions

Brattørkaia 15 94 45

Brattørkaia 16 40 -12

Brattørkaia
17A

53 -17

Sector coupling and waste heat recovery:

80 https://www.powerhouse.no/en/prosjekter/powerhouse-brattorkaia/
79 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-8-trondheim-citizen-observatory/
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Although Urban Heating makes up a part of the Brattøra dPEB buildings energy
consumption and there are heat pumps providing significant contributions to the local
production, the Brattøra case is focussing on electricity. This means that no sector coupling
or waste heat recovery is performed at Brattøra.

6.1 Introduction to Brattøra and the demonstration area
Brattøra is an artificial island connected to the city centre via bridges. Brattøra comprises
both industry, offices, important parts of the Trondheim Port/Harbour, and also the largest
mobility hub in Central Norway, with the train central station, city and regional buses, and
regional ferry/fast boat connections. The demo area has an area of 0.66 km², and the
distribution of building use categories in the Brattøra demo area: Commercial (49 %),
offices (19 %), shopping and shopping centres (4 %), transport/communications (13 %),
residential (0 %), and other (15 %).

The dPEB buildings being part of the demo area are predominantly office buildings
(Brattørkaia 15 and 17A), with Brattørkaia 16 being the Trondheim Business College.
Brattørkaia 17A is the Powerhouse Brattøra, the northernmost energy positive building in
Norway.

The energy demand of the area is medium (2.3 GWh/yr) and approximately half of the
Sluppen dPEB energy demand, and all the buildings are connected to the district heating
grid.

Please refer to table 2.1 in section 2.1.1.1 for building details and basic energy
consumption and production data.

Figure 6.2 The Brattøra area comprising the +CityxChange demonstration area and PEB Brattøra.
Source: trondheim2030.no81

81 https://trondheim2030.no/
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Figure 6.3 Main set-up and topology for the energy supply system, and main Brattøra PEB buildings and
interventions.

6.2 Brattøra key ingredients and innovations
In the development of +CityxChange at dPEB Brattøra several innovations have been
developed and utilised through the key ingredients of the Brattøra dPEB.

Figure 6.4 Terra Nova 11 J, ABB Prototype V2G DC EV-charger at Brattøra. Photo: ABB.
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To become a dPEB, Brattøra has through building owner Entra Property installed solar
panels to increase the electrical production, and installed 3 large heat pumps, EVs, EV
batteries and battery storage, and a V2G charger.

Key ingredients:
● Solar PV
● Stationary battery storage
● Heat pumps including seawater heat pump
● Smart building control
● V2G
● LFM

The main innovation in order to obtain a dPEB at Brattøra, is the LFM and the Energy
Trading Platform and the full system and asset integration, and how the total, integrated
energy system within the system borders of the dPEB is coordinated.

The Brattøra dPEB consists of fewer buildings with a lower total energy consumption and
m² of floor area than the Sluppen dPEB. In order to gain enough impact from energy and
flexibility trading at Brattøra, the +CityxChange project and its partners expanded the
number of buildings and subsequently assets participating in the LEM/LFM: Sjøgangen
pedestrian and cycling bridge (snowmelt system), Trondheim Cooling & Freezing Storage
(cooling/freezing aggregates), Brattørkaia 12 (office building / load sequencing), and
Brattørkaia 14 (museum / load sequencing).

6.3 Integration of smart building controllers in buildings and
assets
The Brattøra dPEB comprises, as for the Sluppen case, the integration of smart building
control (SBC), which is installed in all buildings and assets, and Smart Management Control
(ABB OPTIMAX®). The same scheme functions for Brattøra as for Sluppen, as the SMC
collects and saves the data to make the control algorithms for the assets included in the
dPEB, enables the algorithms to control and operate the assets, and ensures the security
for the assets and building owners.

The integration at Brattøra also involves separating the integration into building integration
and asset integration. However, as opposed to the Sluppen system and solution, core
assets within each of the dPEB buildings are subject to load scheduling . That is that one82

by one of the loads are coupled in and out in a sequence programmed into the BMS. For
Brattøra ABB OPTIMAX® connects with and integrates the load sequencing scheme and
system, and not the individual assets. The load sequencing involves a so-called LR-algorithm
for interaction and management of the Brattøra buildings’ flexible assets.

82

https://engineering.electrical-equipment.org/electrical-distribution/load-scheduling-power-systems.h
tml
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The buildings and assets within each building:
● Brattørkaia 15

○ Load sequencing - for now only heat pump - Flexible asset x1
● Brattørkaia 16

○ Solar panels - Production asset
○ Heat pump - Flexible asset x1
○ Load sequencing w/for now snow melting facility - Flexible asset x1

● Brattørkaia 17A
○ Solar panels - Production asset x1
○ Load sequencing (EV charging/HP/snow-melt/water heat) - Flexible asset x1

The individual assets:
● ABB V2G EV-charger - Flexible asset x1
● Schneider EV-chargers - Flexible asset x10
● Alfen Battery - Flexible asset x1

6.3.1 Building integration
This section will present the building smart system integration at the Brattøra buildings
(Brattørkaia 15, 16, and 17A); first hand the requirements for installing SBC and the
technical progress, then more specifically, how each asset is integrated and how it
operates. Building photos Brattørkaia 15 and 16: Entra; Brattørkaia 17A: Snøhetta.

6.3.1.1 Brattørkaia 15

Brattørkaia 15 is a relatively new office building (2013) consisting of two 5-storey sections
connected by a two-storey building construction. There are two different BMS systems in
the building with a smaller one directly working up against a larger main system. This set-up
and total system proved difficult and time consuming to connect to and integrated with
ABB OPTIMAX®. Buildings with a variety of management systems provides in general a
challenge concerning asset and building integration. The overall BMS is pretty new.
The main asset integrated from this building is the large heat pump (net production of
approximately 501,000 kWh/yr). ABB OPTIMAX® integrates directly with the building’s load
sequencing system and scheme.
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6.3.1.2 Brattørkaia 16

Brattørkaia 16 is the new BREEAM-NOR Excellent Trondheim Business College building and
premises, set into operation in
2018. This also means that the
BMS and other management
systems and solutions are
highly modern. The building
comprises rooftop PV with
substantial annual production.
ABB OPTIMAX® integrates
directly with the building’s load
sequencing system and
scheme. The building was set
into operation after the
+CityxChange project started,
so the BK16 interventions are
all project related interventions,
not “existing RES” at the very
start of the project.

6.3.1.3 Brattørkaia 17A

Brattørkaia 17A or Powerhouse Brattøra is the world’s northernmost energy positive
building, and primarily an office building. The building was not set into operation until 2019,

and all BK17A interventions are
considered “project related”. The
BMS and other management
systems are state-of-the art,
which is also valid for systems
and solutions such as HVAC
systems etc. Both the roof and
the west wall of the building has
integrated solar panels, providing
a high annual PV production. ABB
OPTIMAX® integrates directly with
the building’s load sequencing

system and scheme.The load sequencing at BK17A is pretty comprehensive, and includes
EV chargers (V2G and 1-way smart chargers), heat pump, snow melting system, and tap
water heating.
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6.4 Brattøra measures

6.4.1 PV and stationary battery storage

Figure 6.5 Production profiles per month for the two Brattøra dPEB PV rigs. Total annual production:
539,416 kWh.

The PV production is based on two rigs: Brattørkaia 16, and the neighbouring building
Brattørkaia 17A (Powerhouse Brattøra).

Table 6.2 PV rigs, total annual production, and max capacity per rig at Brattøra.

Rig/Plant Annual production
(kWh/yr)

kWp

Brattørkaia 16 122,662 195

Brattørkaia 17A 416,753 577

SUM production/kWp: 539,415 772

All PV production in the dPEB is project related measures/installations, with investments
covered 100% by the building owner Entra. Entra Property is not an official beneficiary in
+CityxChange, but an associated partner with an agreement with TK for setting up a dPEB.
Entra engagement is covered partly via in-kind funding, partly through the national
large-scale project Brattøra Microgrid.
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Both PV rigs are integrated into the ABB OPTIMAX® system as both production inputs
(assets) and thus direct contributors to the dPEB and as production assets/actors in the
Brattøra LFM via the TE LFM. Both PV rigs have been into operation since Spring 2019.

The battery storage at
Brattøra is a 540 kWh/500 kW
Alfen battery (20 feet
container). The storage
capacity (540 kWh) was
decided based on the total
annual PV production at
Brattøra and the monthly
production calculations of
each facility. The Brattøra
battery storage is also a part
of the Brattøra Microgrid

project, which also ensured part funding of the battery (remaining investment costs
covered self-funded in-kind by +CityxChange partner TE). As for Sluppen (see section 5.4.2),
the Brattøra battery storage both buffers local PV production, and makes up an integral
part of the Brattøra LFM (production asset for the LFM). The Brattøra battery storage is
directly connected to the Brattøra dPEB building Brattørkaia 15, and located between that
building and Brattørkaia 14 which is part of the Brattøra LFM.

Figure 6.6 Functional architecture of the Brattøra Alfen battery storage.

6.4.2 Heat pumps
There is no sector coupling EL - thermal sector - at Brattøra. However, thermal energy from
larger heat pumps is crucial in order to obtain a dPEB at Brattøra, as for the Sluppen dPEB.
A major part of the thermal energy inputs for the dPEB is project related heat pumps in the
new buildings Brattørkaia 16 and Brattørkaia 17A. The heat pumps for the Sluppen case -
existing and project initiated with their net production is summarised below.
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Table 6.3 Heat pumps in the Brattøra dPEB case. Existing (pre-project) and project initiated heat pumps
(green) are indicated with their sum contributions to the dPEB balance.

Building Net
production
(kWh/yr)

SUM
production
(kWh/yr)

% new heat
pump

production

Brattørkaia 15 501,641 501,641 166

Brattørkaia 16 279,216
833,688

Brattørkaia 17A 554,472

SUM production: 1,335,329

The thermal energy production at the Brattøra dPEB is mainly due an advanced seawater
heat pump system (heat pump with COP = 5, ammonia as cooling medium); possible due to
the location of all three dPEB buildings right at fjord front of the Trondheim fjord (figure 6.8
below). For instance, all warming up of Brattørkaia (BK16) is covered through this system

(water-borne warming of
floors and warming up of
ventilation air), and this
system replaces the need
for 4 traditional heat
pumps, two in each
building BK16 and BK 17.
The seawater enters an
energy centre with an
efficient heat exchanger
system before pumping
the heated water (50°C) to
BK16 and then further.

Figure 6.7 Parts of the seawater heat pump system at PEB Brattøra. Photo: Entra.
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Figure 6.8 The seawater heat pump system serving dPEB buildings Brattørkaia 15, 16,
and 17A as well as 3 additional Entra owned buildings at the Trondheim fjord front with thermal energy.
Source: Entra.

6.4.3 V2G and EV batteries
The Brattøra dPEB case includes at present one ABB Terra Nova 11 J, prototype V2G
charger (11 kW DC / CHAdeMO) connecting to a shared EV through Zipcar (Avis Budget83

Group car sharing brand). The EV is a Nissan Leaf with a 40 kWh battery package. Besides,
additional shared EVs are connected to the local grid and LFM through Schneider 1-way
smart chargers. The V2G charger is directly integrated with the local dPEB and LFM via ABB
OPTIMAX® (figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). The main “product” coming from the EV battery will be
capacity (kW) into the Brattøra LFM. However, discharging of the EV battery is considered
(calculations) to contribute with 10,000 kWh/yr of electricity to the local dPEB. The main
topic for the EV battery integration in terms of a dPEB approach is mainly to demonstrate
how EV batteries and EVs can be an integral part of local dPEBs, and contribute to peak
shaving.

83 https://www.zipcar.no/
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Figure 6.9 Schematic view of the EV charger setup in the Trondheim EV sharing scheme w/V2G
integration at Brattøra and the connection to the energy resource management system (ABB
OPTIMAX®) and the energy market. Pulled from +CityxChange report D5.13 - +Trondheim eMaaS
demonstration 84

6.4.4 Local Flexibility Market as an integral part of the Brattøra dPEB
Refer to section 5.4.6 (Sluppen LFM section) for more details.

Table 6.4 Contributions from asset integration, energy trading system/solution, and LFM to the Brattøra
dPEB. Impact (%) is in percent of net energy demand. Net energy demand for the dPEB Brattøra
buildings (consumption minus existing RES) is 1,646,600 kWh/yr. All numbers in kWh/yr.

Intervention Impact (%) Impact (kWh/yr)

System integration
ABB OPTIMAX®

2.5 41,165

Energy trading solution
VOLUE Energy Trading Platform

5 82,331

Local Flexibility Market
Trønderenergi LFM

20 329,323

84 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-13-trondheim-emaas-demonstration/
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6.5 Result; final dPEB including energy balance
Table 6.5 Final dPEB Brattøra including stepwise and total dPEB balances. All numbers in kWh/yr.
Numbers in green cells refer to project (+CityxChange) initiated interventions.

BK 15 BK 16 BK 17A Area level Gap to PEB

Energy
consumption

EL consumption 1,074,892 308,607 723,207

Urban Heating consumption 138,380 14,127 27,423 2,286,636

Existing RES Urban heating 138,380

Heat pump 501,641 1,646,615

Project
interventions

Energy efficiency measures85 - - -

Asset integration 41,165 1,605,450

Energy trading solution 82,331 1,523,119

LFM 329,323 1,193,796

V2G 10,000 1,183,796

Urban heating 14,127 27,423 1,142,246

Heat pump 279,216 554,472 308,558

PV 122,662 416,753 -230,857

Final gap to obtain PEB 573,251 -93,271 -248,018 -462,819

85 No energy efficiency measures possible for the Brattøra dPEB buildings
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7 Handbook with guidelines to dPEB development and implementation

Figure 7.1 Generic pipeline for setting up, planning for, and implementation of a dPEB in a scheme initiated by and coordinated by the municipality.

The overall steps may be also be seen like this:
1. Select buildings, define dPEB system border, and map existing local RES
2. Map, analyse, and decide on viable (based on cost/benefit assessments) energy efficiency measures in the dPEB buildings, including building

specific and total annual energy savings. Tune this list with building owner(s) and facilitate decisions on what interventions to perform, and
decision processes concerning financing/funding of measures

3. Map the needs for additional RES in order to obtain a dPEBbalance
4. Decide on additional RES, secure funding, and define an agreed stakeholder map with clear responsibilities and tasks for each partner/actor
5. Map and analyse prevailing technical and digital infrastructures and decide on additional necessary infrastructure for integrating the

buildings into the dPEBIntegrate all RES and necessary local management systems onto one central management system
6. Perform step-by-step deployment of part solutions and evaluate the impacts along the way
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7. Establish a system/set-up for digital displaying and benchmarking of the outcomes and impacts, related to your KPIs. Communication
channels for this towards the general public is important, and should be set up.

Some basic criteria, and in fact success factors, for selecting the dPEBs - and dPEB demonstration areas, system borders for the dPEBs, and the
concrete buildings:

● The EU dPEB definition (numbers of buildings, m² SFA, and production > consumption) or similar backbone/main argumentation for setting
up a scheme as this, as well as its further developments (see section 1.2)

● Potential for success and delivery according to above criteria; including a sound conclusion that a dPEB is in fact obtainable
● Valuable for the city and municipality as viable and valuable cases - also for further upscaling and replication. This includes potential for

contributing to obtain important goals for the city (energy, climate, environment, innovation, green business development and new green
jobs, sustainable urban development, and others)

● Valuable, or having high potential for being valuable, for the building owners (positive and engaged building owners are one of the absolutely
most important success factors)

● Agreements and contracts across the consortium, and/or specified agreements for parts of the project on specific deliveries and/or parts of
the project

● Anchor each and every step and part of the project across the consortium and, where possible, other stakeholders
● Detailed mapping of all buildings, possible assets, existing and new RES
● Sound and solid investment plans and schemes, strongly anchored at all partners
● Whether or not there were either concrete decisions or plans for new RES and other valuable interventions and measures in the buildings,

or at area level within the dPEB system borders
● Valuable, or having high potential for being valuable, for the other actors involved (as innovation and/or test arena for their products and

services and potential for further development, replication, and market expansion)
● Early engagement and involvement of all relevant project and societal stakeholders
● Important development areas (geographically) in the city

Section 2.2 and in particular tables 2.4 and 2.5 are important for planning and set-up of dPEB/PED schemes and projects, and relates strongly to the
guidelines in this section.
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8 Conclusions, lessons learned, and future work
and replication

8.1 Conclusions
Two dPEBs were set-up and implemented in LHC Trondheim through the +CityxChange
project, funded through the EU H2020 Smart Cities and Communities (SCC-1) programme:
Brattøra at the northernmost end of the Trondheim Demonstration District (DD) of
Knowledge Axis with 3 buildings (two office buildings and one university building) covering a
serviceable floor area of 35,186 m², and Sluppen at the far south of the DD, comprising 5
buildings (covering a broad and mixed building use - including offices, apartments,
wholesales, health centre, food court, climbing centre, and small industries) covering a
serviceable floor area of 39,426 m². The Sluppen dPEB ends up (by the end of September
2022; may be improved during the last 13 months of the project) with a positive dPEB
balance of 224,880 kWh/yr (5.2 % of the PEB Sluppen total energy demand), whilst the
Brattøra dPEB ends up with a positive dPEB balance of 230,857 kWh/yr (10 % of the PEB
BRattøra total energy demand).

Three types of interventions are necessary and critical for the achievement of PEBs in LHC
Trondheim:

● Energy demand reduction through energy efficiency measures (only performed at
Sluppen as per original project description)

● High share of RES (PV, heat pumps, urban heating)
● Efficient utilisation of local end user flexibility through open trade of energy/flexibility

and capacity between individual buildings and building assets (LFM).

The 3 Brattøra buildings are so energy efficient (average specific energy consumption of 62
kWh/m² yr - see Annex 1) that no viable efficiency measures (benefit/cost ratio) was relevant
and possible. For the Sluppen buildings efficiency measures involving advanced ICT and
system management were selected, with a simple payback time of 4.4 years on average.
Those efficiency interventions (see section 5.4.1) were chosen based on comparing
benefit/cost for efficiency measures and RES investments, and ending up with prioritising
investments in new RES over more costly energy efficiency measures, since those measures
provided the best benefit/cost ratios. A high share of RES from and an efficient utilisation of
local end user flexibility through open trade of energy/flexibility and capacity between
individual buildings and building assets make up the most important (in terms of impact)
contributions to obtaining PEBs at Sluppen and Brattøra. Energy and flexibility trade is
based on an energy trading platform and a local flexibility market developed within the
+CityxChange project, with automated trades at 15 minute time-resolution. Both dPEBs
comprise shared EVs with V2G charging, where the EV batteries are integrated with the
local energy system as a temporary storage for electricity as well as a flexibility provider as
part of the LFM at Sluppen and Brattøra.
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Three totally crucial elements were needed in order to establish dPEBs with such a set-up:
● All buildings, energy assets, and local energy resources and customers need to be

connected and integrated with possibilities for both reading signals from and
sending signals to buildings and assets at a very high time-resolution. Both
Trondheim dPEBs utilise the ABB OPTIMAX® system integration software (DERMS)
for this purpose

● A dispensation/accept from national energy regulatory authority for operating a
local flexibility market with open trade between actors/buildings/assets. According
to Norwegian legislation (the National Energy Act), buying and selling electricity
between different legal entities is not allowed. This acceptance took extremely long
time to achieve, more than 4 years

● A core actor within the dPEB partnership taking the DSO role. Few types of actors
are actually allowed through legislation to adopt such a role. In Trondheim this role
is performed by LFM operator Trønderenergi, which is an energy producing
company (solely RES), with a sales concession for energy; instead of the DNO, that in
many cases is prone to adopt this role

In addition both dPEBs have larger battery storages with high capacity (540 kWh/500 kW)
for short term storage of surplus PV production and unused user flexibility.

The Sluppen dPEB is a highly complex dPEB case, involving sector coupling EL-thermal
sector, the use of a new dynamic pricing model for district heating decoupled from the EL
spot price for substitution of the use of electricity from heat pumps in periods, and needs
external input of RES (PV and thermal energy from a seawater heat pump located at the
fjord front) in order to become a dPEB thus denoted a partly virtual dPEB
Four Sluppen buildings have undergone or will undergo energy efficiency measures. The
health centre and the apartment building will undergo more traditional efficiency measures
such as roof insulation. Sluppenvegen 11/13 and Sluppenvegen 17B have undergone
efficiency measures involving advanced ICT and management solutions; measures selected
on the basis of building owner in-house peak competence and project funded energy
analyses performed by ARUP and TK. More ICT management system based measures have
proven to be highly cost efficient.
Sluppen dPEB includes a significant share of waste heat recovery; hot water production
from computer waste heat, and waste heat recovery from a serverpark where the waste
heat is delivered to the large district heating grid via a heat pump with a high temperature
lift, and redistributed locally.
The Sluppen dPEB as by today also includes a replication building, the TK owned Tempe
Health Centre. It was possible to have this building with its systems and new PV close to
done within the time frame of the prevailing report, so it was natural to include it in the
dPEB.

The Brattøra dPEB is solely basing its positive dPEB balance on local RES and energy
resource optimisation, being a fully physical dPEB The Brattøra dPEB buildings are from
pretty new to new and very energy efficient (specific energy consumption below 100 kWh/yr
m²), thus energy efficiency measures with adequate cost/benefit were not possible to
perform. The dPEB includes Powerhouse Brattøra which is Norway’s northernmost energy
positive building.
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The Brattøra dPEB and buildings are located at the fjord waterfront, and significant shares
of thermal energy for the buildings originate from a large seawater heat pump serving all
three PEB buildings Brattørkaia 15, 16, and 17A. The Brattøra LFM comprises the 3 dPEB
buildings, and in addition a substantial number of other buildings, also buildings and
installations owned by other companies (installations include a bridge with heat cables and
a high capacity - 300 kW - E-Bus charger).

8.2 Experiences gained and lessons learned
Obtaining dPEBs is extremely complex and requires joint and really well coordinated work
and actions from a large number of actors which exhibit a large variety of although highly
specific roles, functions, and responsibilities.
There is no single solution to how a dPEB should be designed and set up, and which
ingredients and interventions are needed. And even though you have detailed plans for the
implementation phase and the resulting dPEB things will not work according to plan. There
are also large needs for local adaptations and tailoring as the work proceeds.

Important experiences and learning points:
● The selection of viable buildings for the dPEB is crucial; detailed mapping and

analyses needed (suitability, existing RES, efficiency potential, etc.)
● Building energy efficiency measures to be selected based on cost/benefit - also up

against cost/benefit for new RES and RES investments
● Selection of and decision on the final package of efficiency and RES measures and

interventions to be seen together; what is the most functionable and at the same
time best package in terms of cost/benefit

● Economic analysis of investments and savings earliest possible; secure and anchor
investments at actors in early stage

● A broad group of types of actors and stakeholders is needed in order to have
functional dPEBs. Actor composition must be carefully selected

● Extremely clear functions and roles for each participating actor must be defined and
anchored at each partner; agreements and contracts to be set up when/where
appropriate necessary but not mandatory

● All buildings, assets, and dPEB interventions need to be integrated onto one central
DERMS

● Integrating individual assets such as HVAC systems, heat pumps, etc. is time
consuming and costly. The best and most efficient way of integrating assets is
integrating directly with a “top” or high level BMS system and load scheduling as in
the Brattøra case, or directly with a cloud where BMS systems send data, as in the
case of Sluppen with the Kjeldsberg Cloud

● There are a lot of signals going back and forth, and it can get a bit messy if there is
no clear structure. By creating a signal mapping structure/system from the start,
one that details who is writing and in which direction the signal is going, one can
save a lot of work and keep a better overview of the signal stack.

● Different EV chargers from different manufacturers claim different means of data
transfer in order to be included in local energy systems. Example from Zaptec 1-way
smart chargers used for some of the shared EVs at Sluppen: Instantaneous charging
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data on Zaptech chargers are needed, and therefore the project had to use OCPP
instead of API

● One-way EV-chargers should be DC (higher rated power, and possibility to read
SoC), not AC

● Important with agreements with the building owners with clear rights and
obligations, role definitions, and responsibilities

● There needs to be a noticeable amount in earned/saved costs for a customer to be
bothered to change their behaviour from their regular usage pattern. dPEBs are
investment intensive, and the lack of savings or other types of value creation will
lead to few projects being implemented

● Energy demand is growing. This growth is met with an energy mix that has a growing
contribution of (fluctuating) renewables, which makes it easier to control demand
than production

● There could be a market for introduction of timing-based business models for
flexibility creation as discussed by Helms et al. ( 2016).

● Small-scale consumers are the most challenging flexibility source due to both
elevated transaction and intervention costs (T. Helms et al.( 2016) p.356) However,
these consumers can balance local distribution grids from imbalances generated by
fluctuating renewables.

● The names of signals and commands that are read/utilised for the system/asset
integration should be standardised, or a rule set for the naming schemes should be
agreed upon early

8.3 Scaling and replication within a short and longer time span
In a shorter term, the operation of the Brattøra and Sluppen dPEBs will be tuned and
improved, mainly based on work and efforts by expert personnel from the building owners
themselves, with support by the energy partners and TK. Work is already initiated in order
to identify buildings within the dPEBs prone to be part of the upscaling, and this work will
continue throughout the +CityxChange project period until end of 2023. At Sluppen the
new Sluppenvegen 23 (office building centrally located at Sluppen, coming into operation
during 2023) with WELL Platinum and BREEAM Outstanding certification is likely to
represent the first further scaling. The Tempe health centre was already included earlier
than replication was originally anticipated. Nidarvoll School and Rehabilitation Centre (TK
owned) is expected to come into operation during 2023 as well, and is also a strong
replication candidate; also considering this project’s strong focus on RES and advanced
energy and energy management solutions. Brattøra is also a development area for the city,
and candidates for upscaling will be sought for in the near future. Additionally, the flexibility
market is a candidate for further scaling.

Work has started on planning for new RES projects and innovative energy projects, both
with +CityxChange partners and external actors. TK is leading the work locally, as part of the
+CityxChange project scaling ambitions, both through Work Package 8 (Lead: R2M) -
Scaling-up, Replication, and Exploitation; and within WP5 as continued local followup and
scaleup.
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To continue the work within and after the project under a strong umbrella, TK has
established “Positive CityxChange By Trondheim'' as a foundation and brand for the
upscaling and replication work.

The Grant Agreement Annex I Part B (p. 64) describes a proposed roadmap for scaling and
replication of the LHC Trondheim cases, leading to the fulfilment of the +Trondheim BCV on
an energy positive city in 2050, as tentative deadlines. It is likely that the roadmap will be
revised and updated. The Trondheim Energy and Climate Plan (ECP) is now being revised
with the revised plan to be anchored politically during Autumn 2023. It is natural to see
further scaling and replication as part of the ECP. The prevailing Greenhouse gas emission
(GHG) reduction target for Trondheim is 80 % in 2030 based on a 2009 emission reference
level. The Norwegian national emission reduction target for 2030 is 55 % based on a 1991
reference. Trondheim has thus set a far more ambitious emission reduction target
compared to the national level.
Results and competence as a result of the +CityxChange project in LHC Trondheim, and the
Trondheim +CityxChange team is concretely involved in the work with the revised
Trondheim ECP, especially concerning energy ambitions and measures.

Trondheim has recently become on of the 100 + 12 EU mission Cities on “Climate Neutral
by 2030”, meaning that climate ambitions need to be raised and the revised Trondheim ECP
must be “sharpened” concerning action measures and interventions in order to fulfil our
commitments as an EU Mission City.
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Annex

Table A.1 List of appendices

Annex Topic

A1 BEST tables and dPEB summaries

A2 Questionnaire for building and asset mapping and analyses

A3 Innovative heat pump system and calculation tools developed through
+CityxChange

A4 Scope and impact changes from original to revised dPEB Sluppen

A5 dPEB related KPIs and expected impacts

A6 Collaborational agreement for the ABB integration - building owner’s
obligations and commitments
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Annex 1. BEST tables and dPEB summaries

Figure A.1 Brattøra BEST Table. Updated October 2022 based on revised impact calculations. BEST Table is not displaying real measurement data
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Figure A.2 Sluppen BEST Table. Updated October 2022 based on revised impact calculations. BEST Table is not displaying real measurement data
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Figure A.3 +Trondheim dPEB summaries and “the road to zero” for the Brattøra dPEB. Data and numbers are based on direct inputs from the Brattøra BEST
Table.
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Figure A.3 +Trondheim dPEB summaries and “the road to zero” for the Sluppen dPEB. Data and numbers are based on direct inputs from the Sluppen BEST Table.
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Annex 2. Questionnaire for building and asset mapping and
analyses
All building/asset owners, for dPEB and buildings received the questionnaire shown on the
next pages, for filling in as part of the mapping and analysis process prior to planning for
and de facto integration of the different assets being part of the dPEBs and LFMs. The
questionnaire was filled in by technical personnel/tech managers and returned to ABB. A
complete overview of the buildings’ assets was a prerequisite for a) planning the work, b) be
more efficient during the practical integration work. Not only was it important to have a full
overview of which assets, but also the manufacturer of the asset/system, type/model, and
what type/model of interface used for the individual assets. These filled in questionnaires
also became crucial input/facts/data for TE to use for the decisions on which assets to be
part of the LFM in each buildings, during the planning of their practical work on including
assets into the market, and how much capacity/flexibility (kW) that was possible and viable
to utilise/pull from each included asset. The filled in questionnaires turned out to be truly
time saving and important.
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—
IAEN

ABB Ability™ Energy
Management for Sites
OPTIMAX® Industrials and
Commercials ‘SiteEMS’ 3.0
Questionnaire

Project: Positive CityxChange
2019-11-15
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation Definition

BMS Building management system

HVAC Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition

PLC Programmable logic controller

Table of revisions
No. Date Description Done by

1 23/05/2019 First release 3.0 A. Berthold

2 04/11/2019 New section for questions M. Rosales

about existing IT infrastructure

3 15/11/2019 Final revisions M. Lauvland

4 03/12/2019 Contact information and examples M. Rosales
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1 Clarification Questions

1. Building information
☐ Building owner: ___________________________________
☐ Address: _________________________________________
☐ Contact person:

☐ Name: _______________________________________
☐ E-mail: _______________________________________
☐ Phone: _______________________________________

2. Which assets are in place and how big are they?
☐ Grid connection – transformer size [kW]:
☐ Average demand and peak demand – size [kW]:
☐ Average yearly consumption – size [kWh]:
Please provide here more information about the assets:

Asset Size Manufacturer Type Interface

E.g. power
meter

ABB B23/24 Modbus

☐ On-site renewable generation – total size [kW]:
☐ Solar – size [kW]:
☐ Wind – size [kW]:
☐ Biogas – size [kW]:
☐ Biomass – size [kW]:
Please provide here more information about the assets:

Asset Size Manufacturer Type Interface

E.g. solar 1 10 kW ABB TRIO50 Modbus

☐ Storages – total size [kW and kWh]:
☐ Battery – size [kW and kWh]:
☐ Thermal – size [kWth and kWhth]:
Please provide here more information about the assets:

Asset Size Manufacturer Type Interface
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☐ On-site conventional generation – total size [kW]:
☐ Diesel – size [kW]:
☐ Combined-heat-and-power (CHP) – size [kW]:
☐ Gas – size [kW]:
Please provide here more information about the assets:

Asset Size Manufacturer Type Interface

☐ Consumers/loads controllable – total size [kW]:
☐ Electric Vehicle charger – size [kW]:
☐ Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning – size [kW]:
☐ Other (E.g. welding machines, production equipment, and supporting equipment
like air compressors, hot water boilers, chilled water chillers, etc.) – size [kW]:
Please provide here more information about the assets:

Asset Size Manufacturer Type Interface

☐ Consumers/loads uncontrollable – total size [kW]:
☐ Production – size [kW]:
☐ Office buildings – size [kW]:
☐ Other – size [kW]:

3. Do you plan new installations?

☐ No
☐ Yes

☐ Solar – size [kW]:
☐ Electric Vehicle charger – size [kW]:
☐ Batteries – size [kW]:
☐ Extension of mains connection – size [kW]:

☐ Other (e.g. BMS, HVAC, office buildings, conventional
generators) – size [kW]:

If so, which and what size [kW]:
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4. Is there any connectivity to other systems?

☐ BMS:

Please provide more information:
e.g. ABB i-bus® KNX system

☐ SCADA:

Please provide more information:
e.g. ABB Ability™ Network Manager SCADA

☐ Power company:

Please provide more information:
e.g. TrønderEnergi

☐ Access to energy market / Aggregator:

Please provide more information:
e.g. Powel

☐ Other:

Please provide more information:
e.g. other control system, forecasts, cloud system

5. For storage and thermal systems, forecasts improve the system operation. Do you need
forecasting or do you have your own forecasts already?

☐ No forecast needed
☐ Not sure
☐ Forecast already available

☐ Imported via file import as ____________ file (e.g. tsv-file)
☐ Simple forecast should be provided by ABB

☐ Renewable generation forecast
☐ Load forecast
☐ Energy price forecasts (third party)

☐ Advanced Forecast (Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning) provided by ABB
☐ Renewable generation forecast
☐ Load forecast
☐ Energy price forecasts (third party)
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6. How does the existing factory and building automation work?

• Which control systems / PLCs are in place for the on-site generation?

Please provide more information:

• How does production management work?

Please provide more information:

• How can we connect to the control system and the production planning
system?

Please provide more information:

7. Which production planning system is installed (all information will help to
define optimization potentials)?

• Which loads do you have at your site?

Please provide more information:
E.g. welding machines, production equipment, and supporting equipment like air
compressors, hot water boilers, chilled water chillers, etc.

• Are some of them controllable?

Please provide more information:

• Which loads are currently metered and can be shown in an energy management
system / BMS?

Please provide more information:
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8. For on-premise installations, how is the existing IT infrastructure?

• Is there a server infrastructure available?

Please provide more information:

• Are the assets connected to any communication network?

Please provide more information:

• Is there an internet connection available for remote service and updates?

Please provide more information:

• Are there specific cybersecurity requirements to consider for the installation of a
new server?

Please provide more information:

• Are there specific cybersecurity requirements to consider for the maintenance of
a new server?

Please provide more information:

9. Is there an existing system layout and/or a drawing?

Please provide more information:
E.g. Single line diagram, communication infrastructure, control system datasheet, asset
datasheets, etc
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Annex 3. Innovative heat pump system and calculation tools
developed through +CityxChange
The original set-up for the Sluppen dPEB (described in Annex 7) involved extensive waste
heat recovery; from a large data centre and a cold storage facility. In order to utilise this
extensive waste heat including opportunities for feeding excess thermal energy into the
district heating grid (necessary temperature lift), Professor Armin Hafner at NTNU Energy
and Process Technology (lead) developed two specially designed high temperature cascade
heat pumps specifically for this purpose.

Due to closing down the data centre (Sluppenvegen 17A) and in the end highly restricted
opportunities for waste heat recovery at the cold storage (Sluppenvegen 10), we had to
revise the whole dPEB Sluppen (Section 1.5) in order to have a dPEB at all. However, the
heat pumps were developed through +CityxChange, and the whole concept and solutions is
important to describe and detail.

Figure A3.1 Sluppen buildings with local district heating grid, thermal energy flows, and the basics of the
developed heat pumps.
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Heat pump solution for the data centre (Sluppenvegen 17).

● Source ~12-10°C

● 2-step cascade heat pump with natural refrigerants
● QEVAP~60 kW
● Integrate HP before existing cooling machines

Figure A3.2 Details of the Sluppenvegen 17 heat pump.
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Heat pump solution for the cold storage (Sluppenvegen 10).

● Cold Storage
● 4 Existing Cooling machines
● Build secondary circuit with CO2

● 2-step cascade Heat Pump
● Deliver cooling to cold storage & heating to district heating grid
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Figure A3.3 Details of the Sluppenvegen 10 heat pump.

The two modules were planned for connection/integration and built together into a
plexiglass solution as shown below.

Figure A3.4 Dimensions and construction of the integrated modules (R290 and R600) of the
Sluppenvegen 10 heat pump. The plexiglass construction is only for illustration, and is taken from the
student residential area of Moholt 50|50 in Trondheim.
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Through the project, NTNU Energy and Process Technology has also developed two
calculation tools/canvases for planning, engineering, and projecting heat pumps with
cooling options. The calculation tools include CAPEX, OPEX, calculated net energy output,
and calculated payback times for a variety of heat pump solutions and sizes, based on
liquid to water heat pumps at different water temperature lifts/levels. These canvases can
readily be adjusted or adapted to any situation or case. The detailed calculation tool (above
canvas in figure A6.5) includes heat pumps based on below ground energy well based
source, seawater heat exchange, and ground water heat exchange for different levels of
temperature rise. The calculation tool shown below in figure A6.5 is a simplified calculation
tool made especially for decision making and decision makers, for a “good enough” result
and view on whether to select a specific heat pump solution. This canvas can also rather
simply be transferred into a (online) dashboard for a more convenient user interface.

Figure A3.5 Two calculation tools including cooling options and solutions for a variety of heat pump
alternatives and temperature lifts, including solutions for different temperature lifts.
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Annex 4. Scope and impact changes from original to revised
dPEB Sluppen
As outlined and detailed in section 2.1.1.1 the original Sluppen dPEB needed to be changed
in terms of buildings included - and interventions. This was due to a mixture of incidents
and new findings concerning building status and the fact that sources of waste heat had
disappeared (data centre shut down, cooling storage technically infeasible for adequate
waste heat recovery).

However, a tedious, although fruitful, process along with the Sluppen core partners (lasted
approximately half a year), led to a revised and more robust dPEB concept and solutions,
that also will produce a viable dPEB case in that demonstration area. Although the original
Sluppen dPEB involved extensive waste heat recovery, the revised Sluppen dPEB is way
more focused on sector coupling thermal - electric, now involving and introducing a
recently developed dynamic pricing model for district heating when substituting e.g. heat
pumps; a price model decoupled from the electricity spot price. This is highly important to
address these days, with soaring electricity prices. Parts of Norway have, as the rest of
Europe, experienced partly extreme electricity prices recently, and substitution of electricity
with thermal energy and more advanced energy coordination is necessary in order to
reduce energy costs. But that involves a necessary decoupling of district heating pricing
from el spot pricing. This is however applicable and viable, since the production prices for
district heating have not increased significantly, despite higher input factor costs, e.g.
electricity costs. Another important factor: These days we also experience highly increased
electricity prices during spring and summer. This period overlaps with a part of the year
where also many district heating plants have a lot of waste/surplus heat available. This also
calls for a more extensive sector coupling thermal - electric, in order to a) reduce total
energy costs, b) streamline and optimise local energy ecosystems, and c) utilise locally
available energy in a more efficient and sustainable way.

The table below summarises the difference between the dPEB set-ups and the impacts of
the original and the revised Sluppen dPEBs.
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Table A4.1 Original (left) and revised (right) Sluppen dPEB set-up and impacts. SFA = Serviceable Floor
Area. DH = District Heating.

Parameter Original
DPEB

Revised
DPEB Difference

Number of buildings 8 5 -3

SFA (m2) 49,991 39,426 -10,565

Total energy consumption (kWh/yr) 6,841,481 4,350,299 -2,491,182

Electricity consumption (kWh/yr) 6,040,905 3,223,632 -2,817,273

Thermal energy consumption (DH) (kWh/yr) 800,576 1,126,667 326,091

Existing RES (kWh/yr) 1,095,025 1,499,970 404,945

Heat pump (kWh/yr) 1,983,628 960,000 -1,023,628

PV (kWh/yr) 770,000 599,829 -170,171

Energy efficiency measures (kWh/yr) 1,224,254 179,977 -1,044,277

Local Energy Market incl system integration (kWh/yr) 2,086,614 783,840 -1,302,774

V2G (kWh/yr) 60,000 10,000 -50,000

Other thermal (new DH + convert EL with DH) (kWh/yr) - 502,777 502,777

DPEB balance (kWh/yr) -378,040 -224,880

With two large sources of new RES (extensive waste heat recovery) and a high total energy
consumption, and not the least a high electricity consumption, it was not possible to find
other sources of RES in the original set-up in order to make it into a dPEB It could
theoretically be able to find solutions for gaining a dPEB balance, but at an extreme cost.
The revised, final Sluppen dPEB solution is smaller in terms of numbers of buildings,
serviceable floor area (SFA), and thus of course energy consumption. Not only reduction in
size and total energy consumption was important in order to have a proper set-up that
could be made into a dPEB Important contributors to a dPEB balance in the new set-up, are
a higher share of urban heating, and 50 % more existing RES in the revised dPEB The new
set-up involves much less impact from energy efficiency measures. It was an important and
in fact necessary decision to select newer buildings with a lower need for but also
opportunities for high benefit/cost ratio efficiency measures. In addition, for the new dPEB
buildings, digital building and asset management measures were chosen. Such measures
are far less expensive than larger/deep retrofit measures, with a far shorter simple payback
time. In fact, the efficiency measures on the new dPEB buildings is 6.75 years, with types of
solutions and equipment with a short depreciation time (5 years and shorter). Cost
reductions thus made it possible for the building owner R. Kjeldsberg (RK) to put more
money into other RES measures and be able to obtain a dPEB
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Two other impacts/numbers are reduced significantly in the new DPE set-up: Impacts from
the Local Flexibility Market (LFM) and belonging solutions (system/asset integration and the
Energy Trading Platform (ETP), and V2G. The impact of LFM is supposed to be 20% of the
total net energy demand (total consumption minus existing RES). With a much lower total
energy consumption in the new dPEB set-up, the impact of LFM is of course reduced. With
only one V2G EV charger installed at present (more was planned initially), the new impact of
flexibility from EV batteries is of course substantially lower.

Two contributions to a dPEB balance for the revised version not to be found in the original
set-up, is “other thermal”. The urban heating (district heating) system and utilisation of
urban heating in the new Sluppenvegen 19 was up and running some time after the first
dPEB version was established. In addition, when working with dPEB revision analyses
proved that it was possible to convert substantial electricity use with urban heating, which
will contribute substantially to have a positive dPEB balance in the new dPEB Sluppen.

In order to obtain a positive dPEB balance for the revised Sluppen dPEB it was necessary to
include RES from remote sources and locations: Inclusion of 400,000 kWh/yr of thermal
energy from a seawater heat pump owned and operated by district heating system owner
and operator Statkraft Varme (SV), and 84,000 kWh/yr of PV electricity from a PV plant
owned and operated by Trønderenergi (TE). Including external RES into dPEB Sluppen,
means that by definition dPEB Sluppen has turned from a physical to a partly virtual dPEB
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Annex 5. dPEB related KPIs and expected impacts

Table A5.1 dPEB related KPIs, expected impacts and share of KPI expected to be reached in LHC
Trondheim86

No. Name of KPI Unit of measurement Expected impact Share of KPI

4 Enabling dPEB/DPEDs # of new dPEB enabling
prototypes

30 13

8 Greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions

Tonnes of CO2eq emission
reduction per year

12,801 11,613

9 Air quality Tonnes of NOx emission
reduction per year

6.2 4.7

10 RES share % of total RES self-supply 75 75

11 RES integration Increase in new renewable energy
system integration (GWh/year)

4.538 3247

12 District level optimised
self-consumption

% district level production vs. total
energy consumption

47.7 47.7

13 Replication The number of new dPEBs
realised

7 4

14 Energy efficiency kWh/m² SFA/yr improved energy
efficiency

62 62

15 RES efficiency Net useful thermal recovery/year
(GWh)

2.134 1991

16 Reduction in energy grid
investment

€M reduction compared to
planned investment

20M 20M

17 RES curtailment % energy grid failures <1 <1

20 RES storage The increase (MWh) in installed
RES storage capacity (including
batteries)

1.15 1.08

23 Investment Value of total new investment
triggered by the project

€40M €32M

24 Investment % reduction in simple payback
period (years)

20 20

25 Investment Annual return on investment ROI
(%)

10 10

86 https://mert.cityxchange.eu/
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Annex 6. Collaborational agreement for the ABB integration -
building owner’s obligations and commitments
Core parts of the Appendix 1 of the +CityxChange collaborational agreement between
building owners for dPEB/LFM, TE, and ABB as DERMS provider, installing actor, and
operator.
Building owners’ engagement and commitment is crucial in order to obtain operational and
functioning dPEBs/LFMs, and is therefore an important part of such an agreement.

1. Building owner must, together with TE (LFM owner/operator) decide on which
systems (battery storage, PV, building automation/BMS, etc.) and flexibility (energy
available for trade) that can be read and managed by ABB and made available in the
LFM. ABB needs to be consulted concerning which systems that are possible to
include

2. Building owner must make available documentation necessary for the
implementation of the project, including but not limited to  technical documentation
for relevant systems (battery storage, PV, building automation/BMS, etc.)

3. Building owner must give access to relevant systems necessary in order to
implement the project, including but not limited to ICT infrastructure, energy related
data, metering systems, and relevant systems (battery storage, PV, building
automation/BMS, etc.)

4. Building owner needs to allow access to, and participate in or perform installation
of, additional measuring equipment and systems, management components,
servers, hardware, protocol converters, etc.

5. Building owner must contribute continuously in order to ensure the implementation
of the project. Without sufficient efforts from core personnel from the building
owner, the project will not reach its objectives and goals. This includes efforts on
access to ICT systems, set-up of software, coordination of meetings with  building
owner’s providers of 3. Party systems where data are to be read or flexibility to be
managed (e.g. providers of BMS systems and other building automation systems)

6. Building owner is to expected to provide a responsible contact person for the
delivery/work, that is allocated sufficient time in order to perform necessary work
and fulfil building owner’s commitments and obligations

7. Building owner is expected to clarify remote access to relevant systems necessary in
order to implement and perform the project, including but not limited to systems
agreed on before

8. Building owner must ensure sufficient internet capacity necessary for the building
and the asset integrations, and in order for systems to be part of the LFM

Important for the DERMS provider and operator (in this case ABB with their ABB OPTIMAX®)
is to contribute with ABB OPTIMAX® software and belonging licences, ensure installation
and configuration with necessary interfaces for reading and managing controllable systems
for the operation of the LFM, and setting into operation and support the full system.
In this project, all hard- and software is ABB property, and will be de-installed after the
project is terminated.
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